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Abstract The Tile Calorimeter is the hadron calorimeter
covering the central region of the ATLAS experiment at the
Large Hadron Collider. Approximately 10,000 photomulti-
pliers collect light from scintillating tiles acting as the active
material sandwiched between slabs of steel absorber. This
paper gives an overview of the calorimeter’s performance
during the years 2008–2012 using cosmic-ray muon events
and proton–proton collision data at centre-of-mass energies
of 7 and 8 TeV with a total integrated luminosity of nearly
30 fb−1. The signal reconstruction methods, calibration sys-
tems as well as the detector operation status are presented.
The energy and time calibration methods performed excel-
lently, resulting in good stability of the calorimeter response
under varying conditions during the LHC Run 1. Finally, the
Tile Calorimeter response to isolated muons and hadrons as
well as to jets from proton–proton collisions is presented. The
results demonstrate excellent performance in accord with
specifications mentioned in the Technical Design Report.
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1 Introduction
ATLAS [1] is a general-purpose detector designed to recon-
struct events from colliding hadrons at the Large Hadron Col-
lider (LHC) [2]. The hadronic barrel calorimeter system of
the ATLAS detector is formed by the Tile Calorimeter (Tile-
Cal), which provides essential input to the measurement of
the jet energies and to the reconstruction of the missing trans-
verse momentum. The TileCal, which surrounds the barrel
electromagnetic calorimeter, consists of tiles of plastic scin-
tillator regularly spaced between low-carbon steel absorber
plates. Typical thicknesses in one period are 3 mm of the
scintillator and 14 mm of the absorber parallel to the col-
liding beams’ axis, with the steel:scintillator volume ratio
being 4.7:1. The calorimeter is divided into three longitu-
dinal segments; one central long barrel (LB) section with
5.8 m in length (|η| < 1.0), and two extended barrel (EB)
sections (0.8 < |η| < 1.7) on either side of the barrel each
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2.6 m long.1 Full azimuthal coverage around the beam axis
is achieved with 64 wedge-shaped modules, each covering
φ = 0.1 radians. The Tile Calorimeter is located at an inner
radial distance of 2.28 m from the LHC beam-line, and has
three radial layers with depths of 1.5, 4.1, and 1.8λ (λ stands
for the nuclear interaction length2) for the LB, and 1.5, 2.6,
and 3.3λ for the EB. The amount of material in front of the
TileCal corresponds to 2.3λ at η = 0 [1]. A detailed descrip-
tion of the ATLAS TileCal is provided in a dedicated Tech-
nical Design Report [3]; the construction, optical instrumen-
tation and installation into the ATLAS detector are described
in Refs. [4,5].
The TileCal design is driven by its ability to reconstruct
hadrons, jets, and missing transverse momentum within the
physics programme intended for the ATLAS experiment. For
precision measurements involving the reconstruction of jets,
the TileCal is designed to have a stand-alone energy resolu-
tion for jets of σ/E = 50%/√E(GeV) ⊕ 3% [1,3]. To be
sensitive to the full range of energies expected in the LHC
lifetime, the response is expected to be linear within 2% for
jets up to 4 TeV. Good energy resolution and calorimeter cov-
erage are essential for precise missing transverse momen-
tum reconstruction. A special Intermediate Tile Calorimeter
(ITC) system is installed between the LB and EB to correct
for energy losses in the region between the two calorimeters.
This paper presents the performance of the Tile Calorime-
ter during the first phase of LHC operation. Section 2
describes the experimental data and simulation used through-
out the paper. Details of the online and offline signal recon-
struction are provided in Sect. 3. The calibration and moni-
toring of the approximately 10,000 channels and data acqui-
sition system are described in Sect. 4. Section 5 explains the
system of online and offline data quality checks applied to the
hardware and data acquisition systems. Section 6 validates
the full chain of the TileCal calibration and reconstruction
using events with single muons and hadrons. The perfor-
mance of the calorimeter is summarised in Sect. 7.
1.1 The ATLAS Tile Calorimeter structure and read-out
electronics
The light generated in each plastic scintillator is collected
at two edges, and then transported to photomultiplier tubes
(PMTs) by wavelength shifting (WLS) fibres [5]. The read-
1 ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the
nominal interaction point (IP) in the centre of the detector and the z-axis
along the beam pipe. The x-axis points from the IP to the centre of the
LHC ring, and the y-axis points upward. Cylindrical coordinates (r, φ)
are used in the transverse plane, φ being the azimuth angle around the
z-axis. The pseudorapidity is defined in terms of the polar angle θ as
η = − ln tan(θ/2).
2 Nuclear interaction length is defined as the mean path length to reduce
the flux of relativistic primary hadrons to a fraction 1/e.
out cell geometry is defined by grouping the fibres from indi-
vidual tiles on the corresponding PMT. A typical cell is read
out on each side (edge) by one PMT, each corresponding to
one channel. The dimensions of the cells are η × φ =
0.1×0.1 in the first two radial layers, called layers A and BC
(just layer B in the EB), and η×φ = 0.2×0.1 in the third
layer, referred to as layer D. The projective layout of cells
and naming convention are shown in Fig. 1. The so-called
ITC cells (D4, C10 and E-cells) are located between the LB
and EB, and provide coverage in the range 0.8 < |η| < 1.6.
Some of the C10 and D4 cells have reduced thickness or spe-
cial geometry in order to accommodate services and read-
out electronics for other ATLAS detector systems [3,6]. The
gap (E1–E2) and crack (E3–E4) cells are only composed of
scintillator and are exceptionally read out by only one PMT.
For Run 1, eight crack scintillators were removed per side,
to allow for routing of fibres for 16 Minimum Bias Trigger
Scintillators (MBTS), used to trigger on events from collid-
ing particles, as well as to free up the necessary electronics
channels for read-out of the MBTS. The MBTS scintillators
are also read out by the TileCal EB electronics.
The PMTs and front-end electronics are housed in a steel
girder at the outer radius of each module in 1.4 m long alu-
minium units that can be fully extracted while leaving the
remaining module in place, and hence are given the name
of electronics drawers. Each drawer holds a maximum of 24
channels, two of which form a super-drawer. There are nom-
inally 45 and 32 active channels per super-drawer in the LB
and EB, respectively. Each channel consists of a unit called
a PMT block, which contains the light-mixer, PMT tube and
voltage divider, and a so-called 3-in-1 card [7,8]. This card
is responsible for fast signal shaping in two gains (with a
bi-gain ratio of 1:64), the slow integration of the PMT sig-
nal, and provides an input for a charge injection calibration
system.
The maximum height of the analogue pulse in a channel is
proportional to the amount of energy deposited by the inci-
dent particle in the corresponding cell. The shaped signals
are sampled and digitised every 25 ns by 10-bit ADCs [9].
The sampled data are temporarily stored in a pipeline mem-
ory until a trigger Level-1 signal is received. Seven samples,
centred around the pulse peak, are obtained. A gain switch is
used to determine which gain information is sent to the back-
end electronics for event processing. By default the high-gain
signal is used, unless any of the seven samples saturates the
ADC, at which point the low-gain signal is transmitted.
Adder boards receive the analogue low-gain signal from
the 3-in-1 cards and sum the signal from six 3-in-1 cards
within η × φ = 0.1 × 0.1 before transmitting it to the
ATLAS hardware-based trigger system as a trigger tower.
The integrator circuit measures PMT currents (0.01 nA
to 1.4µA) over a long time window of 10–20 ms with one
of the six available gains, and is used for calibration with
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Fig. 1 The layout of the TileCal cells, denoted by a letter (A to E) plus an integer number. The A-layer is closest to the beam-line. The naming
convention is repeated on each side of η = 0
a radioactive caesium source and to measure the rate of soft
interactions during collisions at the LHC [10]. It is a low-pass
DC amplifier that receives less than 1% of the PMT current,
which is then digitised by a 12-bit ADC card (which saturates
at 5 V) [11].
Power is supplied to the front-end electronics of a sin-
gle super-drawer by means of a low-voltage power supply
(LVPS) source, which is positioned in an external steel box
mounted just outside the electronics super-drawer. The high
voltage is set and distributed to each individual PMT using
dedicated boards positioned inside the super-drawers located
with the front-end electronics.
The back-end electronics is located in a counting room
approximately 100 m away from the ATLAS detector. The
data acquisition system of the Tile Calorimeter is split into
four partitions, the ATLAS A-side (η > 0) and C-side
(η < 0) for both the LB and EB, yielding four logical par-
titions: LBA, LBC, EBA, and EBC. Optical fibres transmit
signals between each super-drawer and the back-end trigger,
timing and control (TTC) and read-out driver (ROD [12])
crates. There are a total of four TTC and ROD crates, one
for each physical partition. The ATLAS TTC system dis-
tributes the LHC clock, trigger decisions, and configuration
commands to the front-end electronics. If the TTC system
sends the trigger acceptance command to the front-end elec-
tronics, the corresponding digital signals for all channels of
the calorimeter are sent to the ROD via optical links, where
the signal is reconstructed for each channel.
2 Experimental set-up
The data used in this paper were taken by the Tile Calorimeter
system using the full ATLAS data acquisition chain. In addi-
tion to the TileCal, there are also other ATLAS subsystems
used to assist in particle identification, track, momentum,
and energy reconstruction. The inner detector is composed
of a silicon pixel detector (Pixel), a semiconductor tracker
(SCT), and a transition radiation tracker (TRT). Together they
provide tracking of charged particles for |η| < 2.5, with a
design resolution of σpT/pT = 0.05% · pT(GeV) ⊕ 1% [1].
The electromagnetic lead/liquid-argon barrel (EMB [13])
and endcap (EMEC [14]) calorimeters provide coverage
for |η| < 3.2. The energy resolution of the liquid-argon
(LAr) electromagnetic calorimeter is designed to be σE/E =
10%/
√
E(GeV) ⊕ 0.7%. The hadronic calorimetry in the
central part of the detector (|η| < 1.7) is provided by the
TileCal, which is described in detail in Sect. 1. In the endcap
region (1.5 < |η| < 3.2) hadronic calorimetry is provided
by a LAr/copper sampling calorimeter (HEC [15]) behind a
LAr/lead electromagnetic calorimeter with accordion geom-
etry, while in the forward region (3.2 < |η| < 4.9) the
FCal [16] provides electromagnetic (the first module with
LAr/copper) and hadronic (the second and third module with
LAr/tungsten) calorimetry. The muon spectrometer system,
the outermost layer of the ATLAS detector, is composed of
monitored drift tubes, and cathode strip chambers for the end-
cap muon track reconstruction for |η| < 2.7. Resistive plate
chambers (RPCs) and thin gap chambers (TGCs) are used
to trigger muons in the range |η| < 2.4. ATLAS has four
superconducting magnet systems. In the central region, a 2 T
solenoid placed between the inner detector and calorimeters
is complemented with 0.5 T barrel toroid magnets located
123
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Table 1 Summary of proton
collision data presented in this
paper. The ATLAS analysis
integrated luminosity
corresponds to the total
integrated luminosity approved
for analysis, passing all data
quality requirements ensuring
the detector and reconstruction
software is properly functioning.
The maximum and the average
(listed in parentheses) of the
distribution of the mean number
of interactions per bunch
crossing are given
2010 2011 2012
Maximum beam energy (TeV) 3.5 3.5 4
Delivered integrated luminosity 48.1 pb−1 5.5 fb−1 22.8 fb−1
ATLAS analysis integrated luminosity 45.0 pb−1 4.7 fb−1 20.3 fb−1
Minimum bunch spacing (ns) 150 50a 50a
Maximum number of bunches 348 1331b 1380
Mean number of interactions per bunch crossing 4 (1) 17 (9) 36 (20)
Maximum instantaneous luminosity (1033 cm−2s−1) 0.2 3.8 7.5
aAdditional special runs with low integrated luminosity used for commissioning purposes were taken with a
minimal bunch spacing of 25 ns
bAdditional special runs were taken with low integrated luminosity where the number of colliding bunches
was increased to 1842 in 2011
outside of TileCal. Both endcap regions encompass their own
toroid magnet placed between TileCal and muon system, pro-
ducing the field of 1.0 T.
A three-level trigger system [17] was used by ATLAS in
Run 1 to reduce the event rate from a maximum raw rate
of 40 MHz to 200 Hz, which is written to disk. The Level 1
Trigger (L1) is a hardware-based decision using the energy
collected in coarse regions of the calorimeter and hits in the
muon spectrometer trigger system. The High Level Trigger
(HLT) is composed of the Level 2 Trigger (L2) and the Event
Filter (EF). The HLT uses the full detector information in
the regions of interest defined by L1. The reconstruction is
further refined in going from L2 to the EF, with the EF using
the full offline reconstruction algorithms. A trigger chain is
defined by the sequence of algorithms used in going from L1
to the EF. Events passing trigger selection criteria are sepa-
rated into different streams according to the trigger category
for which the event is triggered. Physics streams are com-
posed of triggers that are used to identify physics objects
(electrons, photons, muons, jets, hadronically-decaying τ -
leptons, missing transverse momentum) in collision data.
There are also calibration streams used by the various sub-
systems for calibration and monitoring purposes, which take
data during empty bunch crossings in collision runs or in
dedicated calibration runs. Empty bunch crossings are those
with no proton bunch and are separated from any filled bunch
by at least five bunch crossings to ensure signals from col-
lision events are cleared from the detector. The calibration
and monitoring data are explained in more detail in the next
sections.
2.1 ATLAS experimental data
The full ATLAS detector started recording events from
cosmic-ray muons in 2008 as a part of the detector com-
missioning [6,18]. Cosmic-ray muon data from 2008–2010
are used to validate test beam and in situ calibrations, and to
study the full calorimeter in the ATLAS environment; these
results are presented in Sect. 6.1.1.
The first
√
s = 7 TeV proton–proton (pp) collisions were
recorded in March 2010, and started a rich physics pro-
gramme at the LHC. In 2011 the LHC pp collisions con-
tinued to be at
√
s = 7 TeV, but the instantaneous luminosity
increased and the bunch spacing decreased to 50 ns. Mov-
ing to 2012 the centre-of-mass energy increased to 8 TeV.
In total, nearly 30 fb−1 of proton collision data were deliv-
ered to ATLAS during Run 1. A summary of the LHC beam
conditions is shown in Table 1 for 2010–2012, representing
the collision data under study in this paper. In ATLAS, data
collected over long periods of time spanning an LHC fill or
generally stable conditions are grouped into a “run”, while
the entire running period under similar conditions for several
years is referred to as a “Run”. Data taken within a run are
broken down into elementary units called luminosity blocks,
corresponding to up to one minute of collision data for which
detector conditions or software calibrations remain approxi-
mately constant.
ATLAS also recorded data during these years with lower-
energy proton collisions (at √s = 900 GeV, 2.76 TeV), and
data containing lead ion collisions. Nevertheless, this paper
focuses on the results obtained in pp collisions at
√
s = 7
and 8 TeV.
2.2 Monte Carlo simulations
Monte Carlo (MC) simulated data are frequently used by per-
formance and physics groups to predict the behaviour of the
detector. It is crucial that the MC simulation closely matches
the actual data, so those relying on simulation for algorithm
optimisations and/or searches for new physics are not misled
in their studies.
The MC process is divided into four steps: event gener-
ation, simulation, digitisation, and reconstruction. Various
event generators were used in the analyses as described in
each subsection. The ATLAS MC simulation [19] relies on
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the Geant4 toolkit [20] to model the detector and interac-
tions of particles with the detector material. During Run 1,
ATLAS used the so-called QGSP_BERT physics model to
describe the hadronic interactions with matter, where at high
energies the hadron showers are modelled using the Gluon
String Plasma model, and the Bertini intra-nuclear cascade
model is used for lower-energy hadrons [21]. The input to
the digitisation is a collection of hits in the active scintilla-
tor material, characterised by the energy, time, and position.
The amount of energy deposited in scintillator is divided
by the calorimeter sampling fraction to obtain the channel
energy [22]. In the digitisation step, the channel energy in
GeV is converted into its equivalent charge using the elec-
tromagnetic scale constant (Sect. 4) measured in the beam
tests. The charge is subsequently translated into the signal
amplitude in ADC counts using the corresponding calibra-
tion constant (Sect. 4.3). The amplitude is convolved with
the pulse shape and digitised each 25 ns as in real data. The
electronic noise is emulated and added to the digitised sam-
ples as described in Sect. 3.2. Pile-up (i.e. contributions from
additional minimum-bias interactions occurring in the same
bunch crossing as the hard-scattering collision or in nearby
ones), are simulated with Pythia 6 [23] in 2010–2011 and
Pythia 8 [24] in 2012, and mixed at realistic rates with
the hard-scattering process of interest during the digitisa-
tion step. Finally, the same reconstruction methods, detailed
in Sect. 3, as used for the data are applied to the digitised
samples of the simulations.
3 Signal reconstruction
The electrical signal for each TileCal channel is reconstructed
from seven consecutive digital samples, taken every 25 ns.
Nominally, the reconstruction of the signal pulse amplitude,
time, and pedestal is made using the Optimal Filtering (OF)
technique [25]. This technique weights the samples in accor-
dance with a reference pulse shape. The reference pulse shape
used for all channels is taken as the average pulse shape from
test beam data, with reference pulses for both high- and low-
gain modes, each of which is shown in Fig. 2. The signal
amplitude (A), time phase (τ ), and pedestal (p) for a channel
are calculated using the ADC count of each sample Si taken
at time ti :
A =
n=7∑
i=1
ai Si , Aτ =
n=7∑
i=1
bi Si , p =
n=7∑
i=1
ci Si (1)
where the weights (ai , bi , and ci ) are derived to minimise the
resolution of the amplitude and time, with a set of weights
extracted for both high and low gain. Only electronic noise
was considered in the minimisation procedure in Run 1.
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Fig. 2 The reference pulse shapes for high gain and low gain, shown
in arbitrary units [6]
The expected time of the pulse peak is calibrated such
that for particles originating from collisions at the interaction
point the pulse should peak at the central (fourth) sample,
synchronous with the LHC 40 MHz clock. The reconstructed
value of τ represents the small time phase in ns between the
expected pulse peak and the time of the actual reconstructed
signal peak, arising from fluctuations in particle travel time
and uncertainties in the electronics read-out.
Two modes of OF reconstruction were used during Run 1,
an iterative and a non-iterative implementation. In the itera-
tive method, the pulse shape is recursively fit when the dif-
ference between maximum and minimum sample is above a
noise threshold. The initial time phase is taken as the time
of the maximum sample, and subsequent steps use the pre-
vious time phase as the starting input for the fit. Only one
iteration is performed assuming a pulse with the peak in
the central sample for signals below a certain threshold. For
events with no out-of-time pile-up (see Sect. 3.3) this iterative
method proves successful in reconstructing the pulse peak
time to within 0.5 ns. This method is used when reconstruct-
ing events occurring asynchronously with the LHC clock,
such as cosmic-ray muon data and also to reconstruct data
from the 2010 proton collisions. With an increasing number
of minimum-bias events per bunch crossing, the non-iterative
method, which is more robust against pile-up, is used. The
time phase was fixed for each individual channel and only a
single fit to the samples was applied in 2011–2012 data.
In real time, or online, the digital signal processor (DSP)
in the ROD performs the signal reconstruction using the OF
technique, and provides channel energy and time to the HLT.
The conversion between signal amplitude in ADC counts and
energy units of MeV is done by applying channel-dependent
calibration constants which are described in the next sec-
tion. The DSP reconstruction is limited by the use of fixed
123
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Fig. 3 The relative difference between the online channel energy
(EDSP) calculated using the non-iterative OF method and the offline
(EOFLI) channel energy reconstruction using the iterative OF method,
as a function of the phase computed by the DSP (tDSP) with no correction
(circles) and with application of the parabolic correction (squares) as a
function of phase (τ ). The error bars are the standard deviations (RMS)
of the relative difference distribution. Data are shown for collisions in
2011
point arithmetic, which has a precision of 0.0625 ADC counts
(approximately 0.75 MeV in high gain), and imposes preci-
sion limitations for the channel-dependent calibration con-
stants.
The offline signal is reconstructed using the same iterative
or non-iterative OF technique as online. In 2010 the raw data
were transmitted from the ROD for offline signal reconstruc-
tion, and the amplitude and time computations from the ROD
were used only for the HLT decision. From 2011 onward,
with increasing instantaneous luminosity the output band-
width of the ROD becomes saturated, and only channels for
which the difference between the maximum and minimum
Si is larger than five ADC counts (approximately 60 MeV)
have the raw data transmitted from the ROD for the offline
signal reconstruction; otherwise the ROD signal reconstruc-
tion results are used for the offline data processing.
The reconstructed phase τ is expected to be small, but for
any non-zero values of the phase, there is a known bias when
the non-iterative pulse reconstruction is used that causes
the reconstructed amplitude to be underestimated. A correc-
tion based on the phase is applied when the phase is recon-
structed within half the LHC bunch spacing and the channel
amplitude is larger than 15 ADC counts, to reduce contribu-
tions from noise. Figure 3 shows the difference between the
non-iterative energy reconstructed in the DSP without (cir-
cles) and with (squares) this parabolic correction, relative to
the iterative reconstruction calculated offline for data taken
during 2011. Within time phases of ± 10 ns the difference
between the iterative and non-iterative approaches with the
parabolic correction applied is less than 1%.
The difference between the energies reconstructed using
the non-iterative (with the parabolic correction applied) and
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Fig. 4 The absolute difference between the energies reconstructed
using the optimal filtering reconstruction method with the non-iterative
(EOFLNI) and iterative (EOFLI) signal reconstruction methods as a func-
tion of energy. The black markers represent mean values of EOFLNI–
EOFLI per a bin of EOFLNI. The parabolic correction is applied to
EOFLNI. The data shown uses high pT (> 20 GeV) isolated muons
from
√
s = 7 TeV collisions recorded in 2010
iterative OF technique as a function of energy can be seen
in Fig. 4 for high pT (> 20 GeV) isolated muons taken from
the 2010
√
s = 7 TeV collision data. For channel energies
between 200 and 400 MeV the mean difference between the
two methods is smaller than 10 MeV. For channel energies
larger than 600 MeV, the mean reconstructed energy is the
same for the two methods.
3.1 Channel time calibration and corrections
Correct channel time is essential for energy reconstruction,
object selection, and for time-of-flight analyses searching
for hypothetical long-lived particles entering the calorimeter.
Initial channel time calibrations are performed with laser and
cosmic-ray muon events, and are later refined using beam-
splash events from a single LHC beam [6]. A laser calibration
system pulses laser light directly into each PMT. The system
is used to calibrate the time of all channels in one super-
drawer such that the laser signal is sampled simultaneously.
These time calibrations are used to account for time delays
due to the physical location of the electronics. Finally, the
time calibration is set with collision data, considering in each
event only channels that belong to a reconstructed jet. This
approach mitigates the bias from pile-up noise (Sect. 3.3)
and non-collision background. Since the reconstructed time
slightly depends on the energy deposited by the jet in a cell
(Fig. 5 left), the channel energy is further required to be in a
certain range (2–4 GeV) for the time calibration. An exam-
ple of the reconstructed time spectrum in a channel satisfying
these conditions is shown in Fig. 5(right). The distribution
shows a clear Gaussian core (the Gaussian mean determines
the time calibration constant) with a small fraction of events
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Fig. 5 Left: the mean cell reconstructed time (average of the times
in the two channels associated with the given cell) as measured with
jet events. The mean cell time decreases with the increase of the cell
energy due to the reduction of the energy fraction of the slow hadronic
component of hadronic showers [26,27]. Right: example of the channel
reconstructed time in jet events in 2011 data, with the channel energy
between 2 and 4 GeV. The solid line represents the Gaussian fit to the
data
at both high- and low-time tails. The higher-time tails are
more evident for low-energy bins and are mostly due to the
slow hadronic component of the shower development. Sym-
metric tails are due to out-of-time pile-up (see Sect. 3.3) and
are not seen in 2010 data where pile-up is negligible. The
overall time resolution is evaluated with jets and muons from
collision data, and is described in Sect. 6.3.
During Run 1 a problem was identified in which a digi-
tiser could suddenly lose its time calibration settings. This
problem, referred to as a “timing jump”, was later traced to
the TTCRx chip in the digitiser board, which received clock
configuration commands responsible for aligning that digi-
tiser sampling clock with the LHC clock. During operation
these settings are sent to all digitisers during configuration
of the super-drawers, so a timing jump manifests itself at the
beginning of a run or after a hardware failure requiring recon-
figuration during a run. All attempts to avoid this feature at
the hardware or configuration level failed, hence the detection
and correction of faulty time settings became an important
issue. Less than 15% of all digitisers were affected by these
timing jumps, and were randomly distributed throughout the
TileCal. All channels belonging to a given digitiser exhibit
the same jump, and the magnitude of the shift for one digitiser
is the same for every jump.
Laser and collision events are used to detect and correct
for the timing jumps. Laser events are recorded in parallel
to physics data in empty bunch crossings. The reconstructed
laser times are studied for each channel as a function of lumi-
nosity block. As the reconstructed time phase is expected to
be close to zero the monitoring algorithm searches for differ-
ences (> 3 ns) from this baseline. Identified cases are classi-
fied as potential timing jumps, and are automatically reported
to a team of experts for manual inspection. The timing dif-
ferences are saved in the database and applied as a correction
in the offline data reconstruction.
Reconstructed jets from collision data are used as a sec-
ondary tool to verify timing jumps, but require completion
of the full data reconstruction chain and constitute a smaller
sample as a function of luminosity block. These jets are used
to verify any timing jumps detected by the laser analysis, or
used by default in cases where the laser is not operational.
For the latter, problematic channels are identified after the
full reconstruction, but are corrected in data reprocessing
campaigns.
A typical case of a timing jump is shown in Fig. 6 before
(left) and after (right) the time correction. Before the correc-
tion the time step is clearly visible and demonstrates good
agreement between the times measured by the laser and
physics collision data.
The overall impact of the timing jump corrections on the
reconstructed time is studied with jets using 1.3 fb−1 of col-
lision data taken in 2012. To reduce the impact of the time
dependence on the reconstructed energy, the channel energy
is required to be E > 4 GeV, and read out in high-gain mode.
The results are shown in Fig. 7, where the reconstructed
time is shown for all calorimeter channels with and without
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Fig. 7 Impact of the timing jump corrections on the reconstructed
channel time in jets from collision data. Shown are all high-gain chan-
nels with Ech > 4 GeV associated with a reconstructed jet. The plot
represents 1.3 fb−1 of pp collision data acquired in 2012
the timing jump correction. While the Gaussian core, corre-
sponding to channels not affected by timing jumps, remains
basically unchanged, the timing jump correction significantly
reduces the number of events in the tails. The 95% quantile
range around the peak position shrinks by 12% (from 3.3 ns to
2.9 ns) and the overall RMS improves by 9% (from 0.90 ns
to 0.82 ns) after the corrections are applied. In preparation
for Run 2, problematic digitisers were replaced and repaired.
The new power supplies, discussed in the next section, also
contribute to the significant reduction in the number of the
timing jumps since the trips almost ceased (Sect. 5.4) and thus
the module reconfigurations during the run are eliminated in
Run 2.
3.2 Electronic noise
The total noise per cell is calculated taking into account two
components, electronic noise and a contribution from pile-
up interactions (so-called pile-up noise). These two contri-
butions are added in quadrature to estimate the total noise.
Since the cell noise is directly used as input to the topological
clustering algorithm [28] (see Sect. 6), it is very important to
estimate the noise level per cell with good precision.
The electronic noise in the TileCal, measured by fluctua-
tions of the pedestal, is largely independent of external LHC
beam conditions. Electronic noise is studied using large sam-
ples of high- and low-gain pedestal calibration data, which
are taken in dedicated runs without beam in the ATLAS detec-
tor. Noise reconstruction of pedestal data mirrors that of the
data-taking period, using the OF technique with iterations for
2010 data and the non-iterative version from 2011 onward.
The electronic noise per channel is calculated as a stan-
dard deviation (RMS) of the energy distributions in pedestal
events. The fluctuation of the digital noise as a function of
time is studied with the complete 2011 dataset. It fluctuates
by an average of 1.2% for high gain and 1.8% for low gain
across all channels, indicating stable electronic noise con-
stants.
As already mentioned in Sect. 1.1, a typical cell is read
out by two channels. Therefore, the cell noise constants are
derived for the four combinations of the two possible gains
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the cell, with both contributing read-out channels in high-gain mode.
For each cell the average value over all modules is taken. The statisti-
cal uncertainties are smaller than the marker size. Values are extracted
using all the calibration runs used for the 2011 data reprocessing. The
different cell types are shown separately for each layer: A, BC, D, and
E (gap/crack). The transition between the long and extended barrels can
be seen in the range 0.7 < |η| < 1.0
from the two input channels (high–high, high–low, low–high,
and low–low). Figure 8 shows the mean cell noise (RMS) for
all cells as a function of η for the high–high gain combi-
nations. The figure also shows the variations with cell type,
reflecting the variation with the cell size. The average cell
noise is approximately 23.5 MeV. However, cells located in
the highest |η| ranges show noise values closer to 40 MeV.
These cells are formed by channels physically located near
the LVPS. The influence of the LVPS on the noise distribution
is discussed below. A typical electronic noise values for other
combinations of gains are 400–700 MeV for high–low/low–
high gain combinations and 600–1200 MeV for low–low gain
case. Cells using two channels with high gain are relevant
when the deposited energy in the cell is below about 15 GeV,
above that both channels are often in low-gain mode, and
if they fall somewhere in the middle range of energies (10–
20 GeV) one channel is usually in high gain and the other in
low gain.
During Run 1 the electronic noise of a cell is best described
by a double Gaussian function, with a narrow central single
Gaussian core and a second central wider Gaussian func-
tion to describe the tails [6]. A normalised double Gaussian
template with three parameters (σ1, σ2, and the relative nor-
malisation of the two Gaussian functions R) is used to fit the
energy distribution:
fpdf = 11 + R
(
1√
2πσ1
e
− x2
2σ21 + R√
2πσ2
e
− x2
2σ22
)
The means of the two Gaussian functions are set to
μ1 = μ2 = 0, which is a good approximation for the cell
noise. As input to the topological clustering algorithm an
Fig. 9 Ratio of the RMS to the width (σ ) of a single Gaussian fit
to the electronic noise distribution for all channels averaged over 40
TileCal modules before (squares) and after (circles) the replacement of
the LVPS. Higher-number channels are closer to the LVPS
equivalent σeq(E) is introduced to measure the significance
(S = |E |/σeq(E)) of the double Gaussian probability distri-
bution function in units of standard deviations of a normal
distribution.3
The double Gaussian behaviour of the electronic noise
is believed to originate from the LVPS used during Run 1,
as the electronic noise in test beam data followed a single
Gaussian distribution, and this configuration used tempo-
rary power supplies located far from the detector. During
December 2010, five original LVPS sources were replaced
by new versions of the LVPS. During operation in 2011 these
LVPSs proved to be more reliable by suffering virtually no
trips, and resulted in lower and more single-Gaussian-like
behaviour of channel electronic noise. With this success, 40
more new LVPS sources (corresponding to 16% of all LVPSs)
were installed during the 2011–2012 LHC winter shutdown.
Figure 9 shows the ratio of the RMS to the width of a sin-
gle Gaussian fit to the electronic noise distribution for all
channels averaged over the 40 modules before and after the
replacement of the LVPS. It can be seen that the new LVPS
have values of RMS/σ closer to unity, implying a shape sim-
ilar to a single Gaussian function, across all channels. The
average cell noise in the high–high gain case decreases to
20.6 MeV with the new LVPS.
The coherent component of the electronic noise was also
investigated. A considerable level of correlation was only
found among channels belonging to the same motherboard,4
3 The σeq(E) defines the region where the significance for the double
Gaussian fpdf is the same as in the 1σ region of a standard Gaussian
distribution function, i.e. 1σeq(E) is defined as
∫ σeq
−σeq fpdf dx = 0.68,
2σeq(E) as
∫ 2σeq
−2σeq fpdf dx = 0.954, etc.
4 Each motherboard accommodates 12 consecutive channels in a super-
drawer. One of its roles is to distribute the low voltages to the electronic
components of individual channels [7].
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bias Monte Carlo and randomly triggered events
for other pairs of channels the correlations are negligible.
Methods to mitigate the coherent noise were developed;5 they
reduce the correlations from (− 40%, + 70%) to (− 20%,
+ 10%) and also decrease the fraction of events in the tails
of the double Gaussian noise distribution.
Electronic noise in the Monte Carlo simulations
The emulation of the electronic noise, specific to each
individual calorimeter cell, is implemented in the digitisation
of the Monte Carlo signals. It is assumed that it is possible
to convert the measured cell noise to an ADC noise in the
digitisation step, as the noise is added to the individual sam-
ples in the MC simulation. The correlations between the two
channels in the cell are not considered. As a consequence,
the constants of the double Gaussian function, used to gen-
erate the electronic noise in the MC simulation, are derived
from the cell-level constants used in the real data. As a clo-
sure test, after reconstruction of the cell energies in the MC
simulation the cell noise constants are calculated using the
same procedure as for real data. The reconstructed cell noise
in the MC reconstruction is found to be in agreement with
the original cell noise used as input from the real data. Good
agreement between data and MC simulation of the energy of
the TileCal cells, also for the low and negative amplitudes,
is found (see Fig. 10). The measurement is performed using
2010 data where the pile-up contribution is negligible. The
noise contribution can be compared with data collected using
a random trigger.
5 The first method estimated the coherent component of the noise as an
average over all channels in the same motherboard with signals less than
3× the electronic noise variation; this average value was then used to
correct the individual channel energies provided at least 60% of channels
contributed to the calculation. The second method [29] is based on the
χ2 minimisation.
3.3 Pile-up noise
The pile-up effects consist of two contributions, in-time pile-
up and out-of-time pile-up. The in-time pile-up originates
from multiple interactions in the same bunch crossing. In
contrast, the out-of-time pile-up comes from minimum-bias
events from previous or subsequent bunch crossings. The out-
of-time pile-up is present if the width of the electrical pulse
(Fig. 2) is longer than the bunch spacing, which is the case
in Run 1 where the bunch spacing in runs used for physics
analyses is 50 ns. These results are discussed in the following
paragraphs.
The pile-up in the TileCal is studied as a function of
the detector geometry and the mean number of inelastic
pp interactions per bunch crossing 〈μ〉 (averaged over all
bunch crossings within a luminosity block and depending on
the actual instantaneous luminosity and number of collid-
ing bunches). The data are selected using a zero-bias trigger.
This trigger unconditionally accepts events from collisions
occurring a fixed number of LHC bunch crossings after a
high-energy electron or photon is accepted by the L1 trigger,
whose rate scales linearly with luminosity. This triggering
provides a data sample which is not biased by any residual
signal in the calorimeter system. Minimum-bias MC samples
for pile-up noise studies were generated using Pythia 8 and
Pythia 6 for 2012 and 2011 simulations, respectively. The
noise described in this section contains contributions from
both electronic noise and pile-up, and is computed as the
standard deviation (RMS) of the energy deposited in a given
cell.
The total noise (electronic noise and contribution from
pile-up) in different radial layers as a function of |η| for
a medium pile-up run (average number of interactions per
bunch crossing over the whole run 〈μrun〉 = 15.7) taken
in 2012 is shown in Fig. 11. The plots make use of the η
symmetry of the detector and use cells from both η sides in
the calculation. In the EB standard cells (all except E-cells),
where the electronic noise is almost flat (see Fig. 8), the
amount of upstream material as a function of |η| increases [1],
causing the contribution of pile-up to the total noise to vis-
ibly decrease. The special cells (E1–E4), representing the
gap and crack scintillators, experience the highest particle
flux, and have the highest amount of pile-up noise, with
cell E4 (|η| = 1.55) exhibiting about 380 MeV of noise at
〈μrun〉 = 15.7 (of which about 5 MeV is attributed to elec-
tronic noise). In general, the trends seen in the data for all
layers as a function of |η| are reproduced by the MC simu-
lation. The total noise observed in data exceeds that in the
simulation, the differences are up to 20%.
The energy spectrum in the cell A12 is shown in
Fig. 12(left) for two different pile-up conditions with 〈μ〉 =
20 and 〈μ〉 = 30. The mean energy reconstructed in Tile-
Cal cells is centred around zero in minimum-bias events.
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Increasing pile-up widens the energy distribution both in data
and MC simulation. Reasonable agreement between data and
simulation is found above approximately 200 MeV. However,
below this energy, the simulated energy distribution is nar-
rower than in data. This results in lower total noise in sim-
ulation compared with that in experimental data as already
shown in Fig. 11. Figure 12(right) displays the average noise
for all cells in the A-layer as a function of 〈μ〉. Since this
layer is the closest to the beam pipe among LB and EB lay-
ers, it exhibits the largest increase in noise with increasing
〈μ〉. When extrapolating 〈μ〉 to zero, the noise values are
consistent with the electronic noise.
4 Calibration systems
Three calibration systems are used to maintain a time-
independent electromagnetic (EM) energy scale6 in the Tile-
Cal, and account for changes in the hardware and electronics
due to irradiation, ageing, and faults. The caesium (Cs) sys-
tem calibrates the scintillator cells and PMTs but not the
front-end electronics used for collision data. The laser cali-
bration system monitors both the PMT and the same front-
end electronics used for physics. Finally, the charge injection
system (CIS) calibrates and monitors the front-end electron-
ics. Figure 13 shows a flow diagram that summarises the
components of the read-out tested by the different calibra-
tion systems. These three complementary calibration systems
also aid in identifying the source of problematic channels.
Problems originating strictly in the read-out electronics are
seen by both laser and CIS, while problems related solely to
the PMT are not detected by the charge injection system.
The signal amplitude A is reconstructed in units of ADC
counts using the OF algorithm defined in Eq. (1). The con-
6 The corresponding calibration constant converts the calorimeter sig-
nals, measured as electric charge in pC, to energy deposited by electrons
that would produce these signals.
version to channel energy, Echannel, is performed with the
following formula:
Echannel = A · CCs · Claser · CADC→pC,CIS/CTB (2)
where each Ci represents a calibration constant or correction
factor, which are described in the following paragraphs.
The overall EM scale CTB was determined in dedicated
beam tests with electrons incident on 11% of the production
modules [6,27]. It amounts to 1.050 ± 0.003 pC/GeV with an
RMS spread of (2.4 ± 0.1)% in layer A, with additional cor-
rections applied to the other layers as described in Sect. 4.1.
The remaining calibration constants in Eq. (2) are used to
correct for both inherent differences and time-varying optical
and electrical read-out differences between individual chan-
nels. They are calculated using three dedicated calibration
systems (caesium, laser, charge injection) that are described
in more detail in the following subsections. Each calibration
system determines their respective constants to a precision
better than 1%.
4.1 Caesium calibration
The TileCal exploits a radioactive 137Cs source to maintain
the global EM scale and to monitor the optical and electrical
response of each PMT in the ATLAS environment [30]. A
hydraulic system moves this Cs source through the calorime-
ter using a network of stainless steel tubes inserted into small
holes in each tile scintillator.7 The beta decay of the 137Cs
source produces 0.665 MeV photons at a rate of ∼ 106 Hz,
generating scintillation light in each tile.8 In order to collect a
sufficient signal, the electrical read-out of the Cs calibration
7 The E3 and E4 cells are not part of this Cs mechanical system, and
therefore are not calibrated using the Cs source.
8 Although the Cs signal can be measured from each single tile [5],
the total Cs signal averaged over all tiles associated to the given cell is
considered for the Cs constant evaluation.
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Fig. 14 The plot on the left shows the average response (in arbitrary
units, a.u.) from all cells within a given layer to the 137Cs source as a
function of time from July 2009 to December 2012. The solid line rep-
resents the expected response, where the Cs source activity decreases
in time by −2.3%/year. The coloured band shows the declared preci-
sion of the Cs calibration (± 0.3%). The plot on the right shows the
percentage difference of the response from the expectation as a func-
tion of time averaged over all cells in all partitions. Both plots display
only the measurements performed with the magnetic field at its nominal
value. The first points in the plot on the right deviate from zero, as the
initial HV equalisation was done in June 2009 using Cs calibration data
taken without the magnetic field (not shown in the plot). The increasing
Cs response in the last three measurements corresponds to the period
without collisions after the Run 1 data-taking finished
is performed using the integrator read-out path; therefore the
response is a measure of the integrated current in a PMT. As is
described in Sect. 4.3, dedicated calibration runs of the inte-
grator system show that the stability of individual channels
was better than 0.05% throughout Run 1.
In June 2009 the high voltage (HV) of each PMT was
modified so that the Cs source response in the same PMTs
was equal to that observed in the test beam. Corrections are
applied to account for differences between these two envi-
ronments, namely the activity of the different sources and
half-life of 137Cs.
Three Cs sources are used to calibrate the three physical
TileCal partitions in the ATLAS detector, one in the LB and
one in each EB. A fourth source was used for beam tests and
another is used in a surface research laboratory at CERN. The
response to each of the five sources was measured in April
2009 [6] and again in March 2013 at the end of Run 1 using
a test module for both the LB and EB. The relative response
to each source measured on these two dates agrees to within
0.2% and confirms the expected 137Cs activity during Run 1.
A full Cs calibration scan through all tiles takes approxi-
mately six hours and was performed roughly once per month
during Run 1. The precision of the Cs calibration in one typi-
cal cell is approximately 0.3%. For cells on the extreme sides
of a partition the precision is 0.5% due to larger uncertainties
associated with the source position. Similarly, the precision
for the narrow C10 and D4 ITC cells is 3% and ∼1%, respec-
tively, due to the absence of an iron end-plate between the
tile and Cs pipe. It makes more challenging the distinction
between the desired response when the Cs source is inside
that particular tile of interest versus a signal detected when
the source moves towards a neighbouring tile row.
The Cs response as a function of time is shown in
Fig. 14(left) averaged over all cells of a given radial layer.
The solid line, enveloped by an uncertainty band, represents
the expected response due to the reduced activity of the three
Cs sources in the ATLAS detector (−2.3%/year). The error
bars on each point represent the RMS spread of the response
in all cells within a layer. There is a clear deviation from
this expectation line, with the relative difference between the
measured and expected values shown in Fig. 14(right). The
average up-drift of the response relative to the expectation
was about 0.8%/year in 2009–2010. From 2010 when the
LHC began operation, the upward and downward trends are
correlated with beam conditions–the downward trends cor-
respond to the presence of colliding beams, while the upward
trends are evident in the absence of collisions. This effect is
pronounced in the innermost layer A, while for layer D there
is negligible change in response. This effect is even more evi-
dent when looking at pseudorapidity-dependent responses
in individual layers. While in most LB-A cells a deviation
of approximately 2.0% is seen (March 2012 to December
2012), in EB-A cells the deviation ranges from 3.5% (cell
A13) to 0% (outermost cell A16). These results indicate the
total effect, as seen by the Cs system, is due to the scintilla-
tor irradiation and PMT gain changes (see Sect. 4.5 for more
details).
The Cs calibration constants are derived using Cs calibra-
tion data taken with the full ATLAS magnetic field system on,
as in the nominal physics configuration. The magnetic field
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Fig. 15 The mean gain variation in the PMTs for each cell type aver-
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effectively increases the light yield in scintillators approxi-
mately by 0.7% in the LB and 0.3% in the EB.
Since the response to the Cs source varies across the
surface of each tile, additional layer-dependent weights are
applied to maintain the EM scale across the entire calorime-
ter [27]. These weights reflect the different radial tile sizes
in individual layers and the fact that the Cs source passes
through tiles at their outer edge.
The total systematic uncertainty in applying the EM scale
from the test beam environment to ATLAS was found to be
0.7%, with the largest contributions from variations in the
response to the Cs sources in the presence of a magnetic
field (0.5%) and the layer weights (0.3%) [27].
4.2 Laser calibration
A laser calibration system is used to monitor and correct for
PMT response variations between Cs scans and to monitor
channel timing during periods of collision data-taking [31,
32].
This laser calibration system consists of a single laser
source, located off detector, able to produce short light pulses
that are simultaneously distributed by optical fibres to all
9852 PMTs. The intrinsic stability of the laser light was found
to be 2%, so to measure the PMT gain variations to a precision
of better than 0.5% using the laser source, the response of the
PMTs is normalised to the signal measured by a dedicated
photodiode. The stability of this photodiode is monitored by
an α-source and, throughout 2012, its stability was shown
to be 0.1%, and the linearity of the associated electronics
response within 0.2%.
The calibration constants, Claser in Eq. (2), are calculated
for each channel relative to a reference run taken just after
a Cs scan, after new Cs calibration constants are extracted
and applied. Laser calibration runs are taken for both gains
approximately twice per week.
For the E3 and E4 cells, where the Cs calibration is not
possible, the reference run is taken as the first laser run before
data-taking of the respective year. A sample of the mean gain
variation in the PMTs for each cell type averaged over φ
between 19 March 2012 (before the start of collisions) and
21 April 2012 is shown in Fig. 15. The observed down-drift
of approximately 1% mostly affects cells at the inner radius
with higher current draws.
The laser calibration constants were not used during 2010.
For data taken in 2011 and 2012 these constants were cal-
culated and applied for channels with PMT gain variations
larger than 1.5% (2%) in the LB (EB) as determined by the
low-gain calibration run, with a consistent drift as measured
in the equivalent high-gain run. In 2012 up to 5% of the
channels were corrected using the laser calibration system.
The laser calibration constants for E3 and E4 cells were
applied starting in the summer of 2012, and were retroac-
tively applied after the ATLAS data were reprocessed with
updated detector conditions. The total statistical and system-
atic errors of the laser calibration constants are 0.4% for the
LB and 0.6% for the EBs, where the EBs experience larger
current draws due to higher exposure.
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Fig. 16 Stability of the charge injection system constants for the low-
gain ADCs (left) and high-gain ADCs (right) as a function of time in
2012. Values for the average over all channels and for one typical chan-
nel with the 0.7% systematic uncertainty are shown. Only good channels
not suffering from damaged components relevant to the charge injection
calibration are included in this figure
4.3 Charge injection calibration
The charge injection system is used to calculate the constant
CADC→pC,CIS in Eq. (2) and applied for physics signals and
laser calibration data. A part of this system is also used to
calibrate the gain conversion constant for the slow integrator
read-out.
All 19704 ADC channels in the fast front-end electronics
are calibrated by injecting a known charge from the 3-in-1
cards, repeated for a wide range of charge values (approxi-
mately 0–800 pC in low-gain and 0–12 pC in high-gain). A
linear fit to the mean reconstructed signal (in ADC counts)
yields the constant CADC→pC,CIS. During Run 1 the precision
of the system was better than 0.7% for each ADC channel.
Charge injection calibration data are typically taken twice
per week in the absence of colliding beams. For channels
where the calibration constant varies by more than 1.0%
the constant is updated for the energy reconstruction. Fig-
ure 16 shows the stability of the charge injection constants
as a function of time in 2012 for the high-gain and low-
gain ADC channels. Similar stability was seen throughout
2010 and 2011. At the end of Run 1 approximately 1% of
all ADC channels were unable to be calibrated using the CIS
mostly due to hardware problems evolving in time, so default
CADC→pC,CIS constants are used in such channels.
The slow integrator read-out is used to measure the PMT
current over ∼10 ms. Dedicated runs are periodically taken to
calculate the integrator gain conversion constant for each of
the six gain settings, by fitting the linear relationship between
the injected current and measured voltage response. The sta-
bility of individual channels is better than 0.05%, the average
stability is better than 0.01%.
4.4 Minimum-bias currents
Minimum-bias (MB) inelastic proton–proton interactions at
the LHC produce signals in all PMTs, which are used to
monitor the variations of the calorimeter response over time
using the integrator read-out (as used by the Cs calibration
system).9 The MB rate is proportional to the instantaneous
luminosity, and produces signals in all subdetectors, which
are uniformly distributed around the interaction point. In the
integrator circuit of the Tile Calorimeter this signal is seen as
an increased PMT current I calculated from the ADC voltage
measurement as:
I [nA] = ADC [mV] − ped [mV]
Int. gain [M] ,
where the integrator gain constant (Int. gain) is calculated
using the CIS calibration, and the pedestal (ped) from physics
runs before collisions but with circulating beams (to account
for beam background sources such as beam halo and beam–
gas interactions). Studies found the integrator has a linear
response (non-linearity < 1%) for instantaneous luminosi-
ties between 1 × 1030 and 3 × 1034 cm−2s−1.
Due to the distribution of upstream material and the dis-
tance of cells from the interaction point the MB signal seen
in the TileCal is not expected to be uniform. Figure 17 shows
the measured PMT current versus cell η (averaged over all
modules) for a fixed instantaneous luminosity. As expected,
the largest signal is seen for the A-layer cells which are closer
to the interaction point, with cell A13 (|η| = 1.3) located in
the EB and (with minimal upstream material) exhibiting the
highest currents.
9 The usage of the integrators allows for a high rate of minimum-bias
events, much higher than could be achieved with the fast read-out.
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Fig. 17 The PMT current as measured by the slow integrator read-out
as a function of cell η and averaged over all modules for the three layers
in the LB and EB, using minimum-bias data collected in 2011 at a fixed
instantaneous luminosity (1.9 × 1032 cm−2s−1)
The currents induced in the PMTs due to MB activity
are used to validate response changes observed by the Cs
calibration system as well as for response monitoring during
the physics runs. Moreover, they probe the response in the
E3 and E4 cells, which are not calibrated by Cs.
4.5 Combination of calibration methods
The TileCal response is expected to vary over time, with
particular sensitivity to changing LHC luminosity conditions.
Figure 18 shows the variation of the response to MB, Cs, and
laser calibration systems for cell A13 as a function of the
time in 2012. Cell A13 is located in the EB, and due to the
smaller amount of upstream material, it is exposed to one of
the highest radiation doses of all cells as also seen in Fig. 17.
To disentangle the effects of PMT and scintillator changes
one can study the laser versus MB (or Cs) responses.
The PMT gain, as monitored with the laser, is known to
decrease with increasing light exposure due to lower sec-
ondary emissions from the dynode surfaces [33].10 When
a PMT is initially exposed to light after a long period of
‘rest’, its gain decreases rapidly and then a slow stabilisa-
tion occurs [34]. This behaviour is demonstrated in Fig. 18 –
the data-taking in 2012 started after four months of inactivity,
followed by the gain stabilisation after several weeks of LHC
operation. The same trends were also observed in 2011. The
periods of recovery, where the laser response tends towards
initial conditions, coincide with times when LHC is not col-
liding protons. This is consistent with the known behaviour
of ‘fatigued’ PMTs that gradually return towards original
10 The decrease in the gain depends on several factors, including tem-
perature, intensity and duration of the light exposure, and previous his-
tory of the PMT.
operating condition after the exposure is removed [35]. A
global PMT gain increase of 0.9% per year is observed even
without any exposure (e.g. between 2003 and 2009). This
is consistent with Fig. 14(right) – after 3.5 years the total
gain increase corresponds to approximately 3.5%. Through-
out Run 1 the maximum loss of the PMT gain in A13 is
approximately 3%, but at the end of 2012 after periods of
inactivity the gain essentially recovered from this loss.
The responses to the Cs and MB systems, which are sensi-
tive to both the PMT gain changes and scintillator irradiation
show consistent behaviour. The difference between MB (or
Cs) and laser response variations is interpreted as an effect of
the scintillators’ irradiation. The transparency of scintillator
tiles is reduced after radiation exposure [36]; in the TileCal
this is evident in the continued downward response to MB
events (and Cs) with increasing integrated luminosity of the
collisions, despite the eventual slow recovery of the PMTs as
described above. In the absence of the radiation source the
annealing process is believed to slowly restore the scintillator
material, hence improving the collected light yield. The rate
and amount of scintillator damage and recovery are com-
plicated combinations of factors, such as particle energies,
temperatures, exposure rates and duration, and are difficult
to quantify.
The overlap between the different calibration systems
allows calibration and monitoring of the complete hardware
and read-out chain of the TileCal, and correct for response
changes with fine granularity for effects such as changing
luminosity conditions. These methods enable the identifica-
tion of sources of response variations, and during data-taking,
the correction of these variations to maintain the global EM
scale throughout Run 1. When possible, problematic compo-
nents are repaired or replaced during maintenance periods.
5 Data quality analysis and operation
A suite of tools is available to continuously monitor detector
hardware and data acquisition systems during their opera-
tion. The work-flow is optimised to address problems that
arise in real time (online) and afterwards (offline). For cases
of irreparable problems, data quality flags are assigned to
fractions of the affected data, indicating whether those data
are usable for physics analyses with care (depending on the
analysis) or must be discarded entirely.
5.1 ATLAS detector control system
An ATLAS-wide Detector Control System (DCS) [37,38]
provides a common framework to continuously monitor, con-
trol, and archive the status of all hardware and infrastructure
components for each subsystem. The status and availabil-
ity of each hardware component is visually displayed in real
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Fig. 18 The change of response seen in cell A13 by the minimum-bias,
caesium, and laser systems throughout 2012. Minimum-bias data cover
the period from the beginning of April to the beginning of December
2012. The Cs and laser results cover the period from mid-March to
mid-December. The variation versus time for the response of the three
systems was normalised to the first Cs scan (mid-March, before the start
of collisions data-taking). The integrated luminosity is the total deliv-
ered during the proton–proton collision period of 2012. The down-drifts
of the PMT gains (seen by the laser system) coincide with the collision
periods, while up-drifts are observed during machine development peri-
ods. The drop in the response variation during the data-taking periods
tends to decrease as the exposure of the PMTs increases. The varia-
tions observed by the minimum-bias and Cs systems are similar, both
measurements being sensitive to PMT drift and scintillator irradiation
time on a web interface. This web interface also provides a
detailed history of conditions over time to enable tracking
of the stability. The DCS infrastructure stores information
about individual device properties in databases.
The TileCal DCS is responsible for tracking the low volt-
age, high voltage, front-end electronics cooling systems, and
back-end crates. The DCS monitoring data are used by auto-
matic scripts to generate alarms if the actual values are out-
side the expected operating conditions. Actions to address
alarm states can be taken manually by experts, or subject to
certain criteria the DCS system can automatically execute
actions.
The TileCal DCS system monitors the temperature of the
front-end electronics with seven probes at various locations
in the super-drawer. A temperature variation of 1 ◦C would
induce a PMT gain variation of 0.2% [6]. Analyses done over
several data periods within Run 1 indicated the temperature
is maintained within 0.2 ◦C.
One key parameter monitored by the Tile DCS is the HV
applied to each PMT; typical values are 650–700 V. Since the
HV changes alter the PMT gain, an update of the calibration
constants is required to account for the response change. The
relative PMT gain variation G between a reference time tr
and a time of interest t depends on the HV variation over the
same period according to:
G
G
= HV
β(t)
HVβ(tr)
− 1 (3)
where the parameter β is extracted experimentally for each
PMT. Its mean value is β = 7.0 with an RMS of 0.2 across
97% of the measured PMTs; hence a variation of 1 V corre-
sponds to a gain variation of 1% (for β = 7).
The TileCal high-voltage system is based on remote HV
bulk power supplies providing a single high voltage to each
super-drawer. Each drawer is equipped with a regulator sys-
tem (HVopto card) that provides fine adjustment of the volt-
age for each PMT. One controller (HVmicro card) manages
two HVopto cards of the super-drawer. The HVmicro card
reports actual HV values to the DCS through a CANbus net-
work every few seconds.
Several studies were performed to quantify the stabil-
ity of the HV of the PMTs and to identify unstable PMTs.
One study compares the value of the measured HV with the
expected HV for each PMT over the 2012 period. The differ-
ence between the measured and set high voltage (HV) for
each PMT is fitted with a Gaussian distribution, and the mean
value is plotted for all good channels in a given partition.
Good channels are all channels except those in modules that
were turned off or in the so-called emergency state (described
later). For each partition the mean value is approximately
0 V with an RMS spread of 0.44 V, showing good agreement.
Another study investigates the time evolution of HV for a
given partition. The variation of the mean values versus time
is lower than 0.05 V, demonstrating the stability of the HV
system over the full period of the 2012 collision run.
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Fig. 19 One PMT of the EBC64 module with the largest gain varia-
tion. This plot presents a comparison between the gain expected from the
HV instability (tiny dots), the one measured by the laser (open squares)
and Cs (full circles) systems during the whole 2012 run. One HV point
represents the averaged gain variation over one hour. The vertical struc-
tures are due to power cycles. There is very good agreement between
the three methods, meaning that even large variations can be detected
and handled by the TileCal monitoring and calibration systems
In order to identify PMTs with unstable HV over time,
HV is computed every hour over the course of one day for
each PMT. Plots showing the daily variation in HV over peri-
ods of several months are made. PMTs with HV > 0.5 V
are classified as unstable. The gain variation for these unsta-
ble channels is calculated using Eq. (3) (with knowledge of
the β value for that particular PMT), and compared with the
gain variation as seen by the laser and Cs calibration systems.
These calibration systems are insensitive to electrical failures
associated with reading back the measured HV and provide
a cross-check of apparent instabilities. Figure 19 shows the
gain variation for one PMT that suffered from large instabili-
ties in 2012, as measured by the HV and calibration systems.
The gain variations agree between the three methods used.
Only those channels that demonstrate instabilities in both the
HV and calibration systems are classified as unstable. During
2012, a total of only 15 PMTs (0.15% of the total number of
PMTs) were found to be unstable.
5.2 Online data quality assessment and monitoring
During periods of physics collisions, the Tile Calorimeter
has experts in the ATLAS control room 24 hours per day
and a handful of remote experts available on call to assist in
advanced interventions. The primary goal is to quickly iden-
tify and possibly correct any problem that cannot be fixed
later in software, and that can result in overall data loss. The
ATLAS data quality framework is designed to perform auto-
matic checks of the data and to alert experts to potential
problems that warrant further investigation [39].
Common problems identified by TileCal experts during
the online shifts include hardware failures that do not auto-
matically recover, or software configuration problems that
might present themselves as data corruption flags from the
ROD data integrity checks. The trigger efficiency and data
acquisition, as well as higher-level reconstruction data qual-
ity, might be influenced by such problems.
5.3 Offline data quality review
Shortly after the data are taken, a small fraction is quickly
reconstructed using the Tier-0 computing farm within the
ATLAS Athena software framework [40]. Reconstructed
data are then used by the offline data quality experts with
more complex tools to evaluate the quality of the data. The
experts are given 48 hours to identify, and, where possible, to
correct problems, before the bulk reconstruction of the entire
run is made. The TileCal offline experts can update the con-
ditions database, where information such as the calibration
constants and status of each channel is stored. Channels that
suffer from high levels of noise have calibration constants
in the database updated accordingly. For channels that suffer
from intermittent data corruption problems, data quality flags
are assigned to the affected data to exclude the channels in the
full reconstruction during that period. This 48-hour period is
also used to identify cases of digitiser timing jumps and to
add the additional time phases to the time constants of the
digitiser affected to account for the magnitude of the time
jump.
Luminosity blocks can be flagged as defective to iden-
tify periods of time when the TileCal is not operating in its
nominal configuration. These defects can either be tolera-
ble whereby corrections are applied but additional caution
should be taken while analysing these data, or intolerable
in which case the data are not deemed suitable for physics
analyses. Defects are entered into the ATLAS Data Qual-
ity Defect database [41] with the information propagating to
analyses as well as to integrated luminosity calculations.
One luminosity block nominally spans one minute, and
removing all data within that time can accumulate to a sig-
nificant data loss. For rare situations where only a single
event is affected by the data corruption, an additional error-
state flag is introduced into the reconstruction data. This flag
is used to remove such events from the analysis.
Once all offline teams review the run, it is sent to the
Tier-0 computing farm for bulk reconstruction, where the
entire run is reconstructed using the most up-to-date condi-
tions database. Subsequently the data can be re-reconstructed
when reconstruction algorithms are improved and/or the con-
ditions database is further refined to improve the description
of the detector.11 These data reprocessing campaigns typi-
cally occur several months after the data are taken.
11 An example is the correction of time constants due to timing jumps
discovered only from fully reconstructed physics data, see Sect. 3.1.
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Table 2 Summary of total integrated luminosity delivered by the LHC,
recorded by ATLAS and approved for physics analyses (the data qual-
ity deemed as good simultaneously from all ATLAS subsystems). The
numbers in the parentheses denote the fraction of the integrated lumi-
nosity relative to the entry on the previous line. The last row lists the
fraction of the ATLAS recorded data approved as good quality by the
Tile Calorimeter system
Integrated luminosity 2010 2011 2012
LHC delivered 48.1 pb−1 5.5 fb−1 22.8 fb−1
ATLAS recorded 45.0 pb−1 (93.5%) 5.1 fb−1 (92.7%) 21.3 fb−1 (93.4%)
ATLAS analysis approved 45.0 pb−1 (100%) 4.6 fb−1 (90.2%) 20.3 fb−1 (95.3%)
Tile data quality efficiency 100% 99.2% 99.6%
Fig. 20 The sources and amounts of integrated luminosity lost due to
Tile Calorimeter data quality problems in 2012 as a function of time.
The primary source of luminosity losses comes from the stop-less read-
out link (ROL) removal in the extended barrels accounting for 45.2 pb−1
of this loss. Power cuts or trips of the 200V power supplies account for
22.6 pb−1. The last 4.9 pb−1 of losses stem from Laser Calibration ROD
(LASTROD) busy events. The loss of 31.3 pb−1 due to a −25 ns timing
shift in EBC are recovered after the data are reprocessed with updated
timing constants. Each bin in the plot represents about two weeks of
data-taking
5.4 Overall Tile Calorimeter operation
Overall the TileCal operation was highly successful in Run 1,
with an extremely high fraction of data acceptable for a
physics analysis. A summary of the total integrated luminos-
ity delivered to ATLAS and approved for analysis is shown
in Table 2, along with the fraction of data passing the Tile
Calorimeter data quality reviews.
In 2012, the total integrated luminosity lost after the first
bulk reconstruction of the data due to TileCal data-quality-
related problems was 104 pb−1 out of 21.7 fb−1, and is sum-
marised in Fig. 20 as a function of time for various categories
of intolerable defects.12 The primary source of Tile lumi-
12 The integrated luminosity values, quoted in this section and used in
Fig. 20, are estimated during the data-taking and are preliminary. These
values therefore slightly differ from the final numbers listed in Table 2,
obtained with the most recent offline calibration.
nosity losses are cases when a read-out link (ROL), which
transmits data from the ROD to the subsequent chain in the
trigger and data acquisition system, is removed from pro-
cessing. It implies no data are received from the four cor-
responding modules. ROLs are disabled in situations when
they are flooding the trigger with data (malfunctioning con-
figuration or difficulty processing data), putting the trigger
into a busy state where effectively no data can be read from
any part of the detector. Removing a ROL during a run is
done in a so-called stop-less recovery state, whereby the run
is not stopped, as restarting a run can take several minutes.
One role of the online experts is to identify these cases and
to respond by correcting the source of the removal and re-
enabling the ROL in the run. After a new run begins any ROLs
that were previously removed are re-included. Improvements
for handling ROL removals include adding monitoring plots
counting the number of reconstructed Tile cells, where large
drops can indicate a ROL removal, and an automatic ROL
recovery procedure. With the automatic recovery in place, a
single ROL removal lasts less than 30 seconds, and losses due
to ROL removal dramatically dropped in the second half of
2012. As the removal of a ROL affects four consecutive mod-
ules, this defect is classified as intolerable, and it accounted
for 45.2 pb−1 of data loss in 2012.
Power cuts or trips of the HV bulk power supply sources
accounted for 22.6 pb−1 of lost integrated luminosity. The
last 4.9 pb−1 of loss came from situations when the laser ROD
became busy.13 During 2012 this was improved by prompting
the online expert to disable the laser ROD.
An additional loss of 31.3 pb−1 was due to a 25 ns timing
shift in a large fraction of the EBC partition which was not
caught by the online or offline experts or tools. Improvements
for large timing shifts include data quality monitoring warn-
ings when the reconstructed time for large numbers of Tile
channels differs from the expected value by a large amount.
These data are subsequently recovered in later data repro-
cessing campaigns when the timing database constants are
updated accordingly.
13 Laser events are recorded in parallel with physics data in empty
bunch crossings.
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Fig. 21 The percentage of the
TileCal cells that are masked in
the reconstruction as a function
of time starting from June 2010.
Periods of recovery correspond
to times of hardware
maintenance when the detector
is accessible due to breaks in the
accelerator schedule. Each
super-drawer LB (EB) failure
corresponds to 0.43% (0.35%)
of masked cells. The total
number of cells (including gap,
crack, and minimum-bias trigger
scintillators) is 5198.
Approximately 2.9% of cells
were masked in February 2013,
at the end of the proton–lead
data-taking period closing the
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There are several operational problems with the LVPS
sources that contribute to the list of tolerable defects. In some
cases the LVPS fails entirely, implying an entire module is
not analysed. The failure rate was one LVPS per month in
2011 and 0.5 LVPS per month in 2012. The faulty LVPS
sources were replaced with spares during the maintenance
campaigns in the ATLAS cavern at the end of each year.
In addition to overall failures, sometimes there are prob-
lems with the low voltage supplied to the HVopto card, which
means the PMT HV can be neither controlled nor measured.
In this case the applied HV is set to the minimum value,
putting the module in an emergency state. The calibration
and noise constants for all channels within a module in emer-
gency mode are updated to reflect this non-nominal state.
Finally, the LVPS suffered from frequent trips correlated
with the luminosity at a rate of 0.6 trips per 1 pb−1. Automatic
recovery of these modules was implemented, to recover the
lost drawer. During the maintenance period between 2011
and 2012, 40 new LVPS sources (version 7.5) with improved
design [42] were installed on the detector. In 2012 there were
a total of about 14,000 LVPS trips from all modules, only one
of which came from the new LVPS version. After the LHC
Run 1, all LVPS sources were replaced with version 7.5.
Figure 21 shows the percentage of the TileCal cells
masked in the reconstruction as a function of time. These
cells are located in all areas of the detector, with no one area
suffering from a large number of failures. The main reasons
for masking a cell are failures of LVPS sources, evident by
the steep steps in the figure. Other reasons are severe data
corruption problems or very large noise. The periods of main-
tenance, when faulty hardware components are repaired or
replaced (when possible), are visible by the reduction of the
number of faulty cells to near zero. For situations when cell
energy reconstruction is not possible the energy is interpo-
lated from neighbouring cells. The interpolation is linear in
energy density (energy per cell volume) and is done indepen-
dently in each layer, using all possible neighbours of the cell
(i.e. up to a maximum of eight). In cases where only one of
two channels defining a cell is masked the energy is taken to
be twice that of the functioning channel.
6 Performance studies
The response of each calorimeter channel is calibrated to
the EM scale using Eq. (2). The sum of the two channel
responses associated with the given read-out cell forms the
cell energy, which represents a basic unit in the physics object
reconstruction procedures. Cells are combined into clusters
with the topological clustering algorithm [28] based on the
significance of the absolute value of the reconstructed cell
energy relative to the noise, S = |E |/σ . The noise σ com-
bines the electronic (see Sect. 3.2) and pile-up contributions
(Sect. 3.3) in quadrature. Clusters are then used as inputs to
jet reconstruction algorithms.
The ATLAS jet performance [43,44] and measurement
of the missing transverse momentum [45] are documented
in detail in other papers. The performance studies reported
here focus on validating the reconstruction and calibration
methods, described in previous sections, using the isolated
muons, hadrons and jets entering the Tile Calorimeter.
6.1 Energy response to single isolated muons
Muon energy loss in matter is a well-understood process [46],
and can be used to probe the response of the Tile Calorime-
ter. For high-energy muons, up to muon energies of a few
hundred GeV, the dominant energy loss process is ionisa-
tion. Under these conditions the muon energy loss per unit
distance is approximately constant. This subsection studies
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Table 3 Selection criteria
applied to the event, track, and
muon used in the cosmic muons
analysis. A description and
motivation of each cut can be
found in the text
Cut Variable Requirement
1 Number of muon tracks Nμ Nμ = 1
2 Number of track hits in Pixel + SCT ≥ 8
3 Reconstructed track distance from origin |d0| ≤ 380 mm (transverse),
|z0| ≤ 800 mm (longitudinal)
4 Polar angle of track relative to vertical axis |θμ| > 0.13 rad
5 Muon momentum 10 GeV < pμ < 30 GeV
6 Muon path length through cell x > 200 mm
7 Cell energy E > 60 MeV
8 Track impact point at inner and outer radial point of cell |φc − φinner| < 0.04,
|φc − φouter| < 0.04
the response to isolated muons from cosmic-ray sources and
to W → μν events from pp collisions.
Candidate muons are selected using the muon RPC and
TGC triggering subsystems of the Muon Spectrometer. A
muon track measured by the Pixel and SCT detectors is
extrapolated through the calorimeter volume, taking into
account the detector material and magnetic field [47]. A lin-
ear interpolation is performed to determine the exact entry
and exit points of the muon in every crossed cell to compute
the distance traversed by the muon in a given TileCal cell.
The distance (x) together with the energy deposited in the
cell (E) are used to compute the muon energy loss per unit
distance, E/x .
The measured E/x distribution for a cell can be
described by a Landau function convolved with a Gaus-
sian distribution, where the Landau part describes the actual
energy loss and the Gaussian part accounts for resolution
effects. However, the fitted curves show a poor χ2 fit to the
data, due to high tails from rare energy loss mechanisms, such
as bremsstrahlung or energetic gamma rays. For this reason
a truncated mean 〈E/x〉t is used to define the average
muon response. For each cell the truncated mean is com-
puted by removing a small fraction (1%) of entries with the
highest E/x values. The truncated mean exhibits a slight
non-linear scaling with the path lengthx . This non-linearity
and other residual non-uniformities, such as the differences
in momentum and incident angle spectra, are to a large extent
reproduced by the MC simulation. To compensate for these
effects, a double ratio formed by the ratio of the experimental
and simulated truncated means is defined for each calorime-
ter cell as:
R ≡ 〈E/x〉
data
t
〈E/x〉MCt
. (4)
The double ratio R is used to estimate the calorimeter
response as a function of various detector geometrical quan-
tities (layer, φ, η, etc). Deviations of the double ratio from
unity may indicate poor EM energy scale calibration in the
experimental data.
6.1.1 Cosmic-ray muon data
Muons from cosmic-ray showers, called cosmic muons, are
used as a cross-check of energy reconstruction and calibra-
tion complementary to the collision data. At sea level, cosmic
muons can have energies up to a TeV or more, but most of
the muons are at lower energies, with the mean energy being
approximately 4 GeV [46].
Candidate cosmic muons are triggered during empty
bunch crossings in physics runs in a dedicated data stream
allocated for muon candidates identified by the muon spec-
trometer trigger system if at least one track is matched to
the inner detector tracking system. In total there are approxi-
mately one million such events triggered in each year studied
(2008, 2009, 2010).
The energy in TileCal channels is reconstructed using the
iterative OF method (see Sect. 3). The muon tracks, recon-
structed using Pixel and SCT detectors with a dedicated algo-
rithm, are extrapolated through the volume of the calorime-
ter in both upward and downward directions. This allows to
study the response of the TileCal modules in top and bottom
parts of the detector.
The event selection criteria used to select events for the
cosmic muons analysis are summarised in Table 3. A candi-
date cosmic-muon event is required to have exactly one track
associated with a reconstructed muon (Cut 1), with at least
eight hits in the Pixel plus SCT detectors (Cut 2). A cut on
the maximum distance of the reconstructed track from the
origin of the coordinate system in both the transverse (d0)
and longitudinal (z0) components (Cut 3) is used to select
well-reconstructed tracks that follow the projective geome-
try of the calorimeter. Muons with a trajectory close to the
vertical direction are poorly measured in the TileCal due to
the vertical orientation of the scintillating tiles, hence Cut 4
is used to remove the very central cells located within the
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Fig. 22 Distributions of the energy deposited by cosmic muons per
unit of path length, E/x , in the two cells in the long barrel, A3
(left) and D2 (right) obtained using 2008 experimental (full points) and
simulated (solid lines) data. The A3 (D2) cell in the long barrel covers
the region 0.2 < |η| < 0.3 (0.3 < |η| < 0.5) and is located in the
innermost (outermost) calorimeter layer. The function curve overlaid
on top of the experimental data is a Landau distribution convolved with
a Gaussian distribution
vertical coverage of the inner detector. The last two require-
ments (Cut 3 and Cut 4) effectively remove muons at very low
pseudorapidities. The muon is required to have momentum
in the range 10–30 GeV to minimise the effects of multiple
scattering at low momentum, and to reduce radiative energy
losses at higher momentum, which could produce large fluc-
tuations in the results. The muon path length through a cell
must be larger than 200 mm. An energy of at least 60 MeV14
has to be released in that cell to remove contributions from
noise. Cut 8 is used to reduce contributions from multiple
scattering, such that the track’s azimuthal impact point at the
inner (outer) radial point of the cell, φinner(φouter) is within
0.04 radians of the cell centre φc coordinate (with a cell width
of φ = 0.1).
The response to cosmic muons in the calorimeter is also
studied using MC simulated data. The cosmic-muon energy
and flux spectra as measured at sea-level [48] are used as input
into the simulation. The material between the surface and the
ATLAS cavern is simulated, including the cavern volumes
and detector access shafts. Air showers are not simulated but
have negligible impact due to the selection requirements for
single-track events. The E/x distributions for the 2008
cosmic-muon data and MC simulation are shown in Fig. 22
for cells A3 (left) and D2 (right) in the long barrel. The A3
(D2) cell covers the region 0.2 < |η| < 0.3 (0.3 < |η| < 0.5)
and is located in the innermost (outermost) calorimeter layer.
Differences between the experimental and simulated data are
discussed in the following paragraphs.
14 The value corresponds approximately to 3σ of the typical cell noise
distribution.
Verification of the radial layer intercalibration
The calibration between cells within the same layer is investi-
gated using the double ratio formed by the ratio of the exper-
imental and simulated truncated means, as shown in Eq. (4).
The typical non-uniformity of all cells in a given layer is
found to be approximately 2% for all layers every year. This
can be explained by the variations in the optical and electrical
components of the calorimeter.
Several sources of systematic uncertainty, summarised in
Table 4, are considered in the studies of cosmic muons. The
systematic variations 1–5 are related to the selection criteria.
The results are assumed to be stable for different values used
in the selection criteria. This assumption is checked by vary-
ing the values in the specified range and repeating the anal-
ysis for every variation, both for data and MC simulations.
The resulting differences contribute to the total systematic
uncertainty. Differences in the response along the muon path
through the detector and due to signal evaluation method
should be well described by MC. Two systematic variations,
applied both to data and MC, are introduced to verify this
assumption. Variation 6 compares the response in the upper
part of the detector (φc > 0), where these muons enter the
detector, and in the lower part (φc < 0), after the muons pass
through a large fraction of the detector. The uncertainty of
the method used to evaluate the detector’s response to cos-
mic muons is considered as source 7. Source 8 reflects the
different spread of the experimental and simulated E/x
distributions. The effect on the determination of the truncated
mean is estimated to be 0.3% using a toy MC simulation. The
final classes of uncertainties, 9 and 10, concern the signal
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Table 4 Different sources of systematic uncertainty considered in the
analysis of the cosmic muons. Sources 1–5 are associated with the
event selection procedure, other sources are relevant for the double ratio
responses. The distributions of the parameters used in the analysis are
reported. In the case of source 3 for each track and each cell the value
of the maximal path length, MaxPath, is determined by the dimensions
of the cell
Source Systematic uncertainty Parameter distribution and variation
1 |θμ| (Cut 4 Table 3) Uniform [0.10, 0.15]
Uniform [5 GeV < pμ < 10 GeV,
2 pμ (Cut 5 Table 3) 10 GeV < pμ < 30 GeV,
30 GeV < pμ < 50 GeV]
3 x (Cut 6 Table 3) Uniform [xmin, xmax]
with xmin = MaxPath/2-100 mm
xmax = xmin + (MaxPath)/2
4 E (Cut 7 Table 3) Uniform [30 MeV, 90 MeV]
5 |φc − φinner|, |φc − φouter| (Cut 8 Table 3) Uniform [0.03, 0.05]
6 φc Uniform φc > 0, φc < 0
7 E/x truncation Uniform 0%, 1%, 2%
8 Smearing of simulated E/x Gaussian μ = 0, σ = 0.3%
9 Uncertainty in radial calibration correction Gaussian μ = 0, σ = 0.3%
10 Uncertainty in up-drift and magnetic field effects Gaussian μ = 0, σ = 1.0% (LB), 0.6% (EB)
Table 5 Double ratio given in Eq. (4) by the ratio of the experimental
and simulated E/x truncated means for different layers in the long
barrel (LB) and extended barrel (EB), for the three data periods using
cosmic-muon data. The sources of uncertainty are described in the text.
Larger uncertainties in the EB-A layer reflect that fewer cosmic muons
satisfy the selection criteria. A maximum difference of 4% is observed
between the layer calibrations
R2008 R2009 R2010
LB-A 0.966 ± 0.012 0.972 ± 0.015 0.971 ± 0.011
LB-BC 0.976 ± 0.015 0.981 ± 0.019 0.981 ± 0.015
LB-D 1.005 ± 0.014 1.013 ± 0.014 1.010 ± 0.013
EB-A 0.964 ± 0.043 0.965 ± 0.032 0.996 ± 0.037
EB-B 0.977 ± 0.018 0.966 ± 0.016 0.988 ± 0.014
EB-D 0.986 ± 0.012 0.975 ± 0.012 0.982 ± 0.014
calibration procedures performed in the test beam and in situ
in ATLAS (already discussed in Sect. 4). The correspond-
ing variations are only applied to the MC. The parameters
of each source of systematic uncertainty are considered as
random variables and their values are selected according to
the distributions reported in Table 4. In the case of sources
3, 8 and 9 the errors are treated as uncorrelated and a differ-
ent value is considered for each layer. To evaluate the total
systematic uncertainty, 2500 working points are generated in
the parameter phase-space and for each of them the analy-
sis is performed and the double ratio calculated. A Gaussian
distribution is observed for each layer and the standard devi-
ation, σ , is taken as the associated systematic uncertainty.
The contribution of statistical errors is negligible.
Table 5 shows the double ratio and its total uncertainty per
layer for all three years under study. These results can be used
to validate the calibration procedure including all corrections
as mentioned in Sect. 4. A method based on Bayes’ theorem
is used to establish the uniformity of the layer response in
each year [49]. The probability function that the six mea-
sured double ratios R = (RLB−A, . . . , REB−D) correspond
to layer responses μ = (μLB−A, . . . , μEB−D) is proportional
to the likelihood L( μ| R), as uniform prior probabilities are
assumed. Since the distribution of the double ratio is found
to be Gaussian in each layer, the likelihood is constructed as
six-dimensional Gaussian function
L(μ|R) ∝ exp
(
−0.5 · ( μ − R)T V −1( μ − R)
)
(5)
where V is the error matrix obtained from the analyses over
2500 working points described above. For each pair of layers
l, l ′, the posterior probability f (μl , μl ′ | R) is evaluated by
integrating Eq. (5) over the remaining layers. It is found that
the response of layer D in the long barrel differs from that
of layers A and BC by 4σ and 3σ , respectively, for all years
(see Sect. 6.4 for more details). The response for all other
layer pairs is found to be consistent. The total error in the
EM energy scale for all cells in a fixed layer is found to
be approximately 2%, including uncertainties of the cosmic
muons analysis, uncertainties in the determination of the EM
scale at test beams and subsequent application in ATLAS, and
the uncertainty in the simulation of the TileCal response to
muons.
A maximum-likelihood fit is used to estimate the mean
calorimeter response (μˆy) over all layers for a given year
(y), taking into account the uncertainties and correlations.
The ratios μˆy/μˆy′ for y = y′ and y, y′ ∈ {2008, 2009, 2010}
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Table 6 Selection criteria
applied to the events, tracks, and
muons for the collision muon
analysis
Cut Variable Requirement
1 Number of muon tracks Nμ Nμ = 1
2 Transverse mass mT mT > 40 GeV
3 Missing transverse momentum EmissT EmissT > 25 GeV
4 Polar angle of track relative to vertical axis |θμ| > 0.13 rad
5 Muon momentum 20 GeV < pμ < 80 GeV
6 Transverse momentum around track within R < 0.4: pcone40T < 1 GeV
7 LAr calorimeter energy around track within R < 0.4: ELAr < 3 GeV
8 Muon path length through cell x > 100 mm
9 Cell energy E > 60 MeV
are then computed, and are found to be consistent with unity.
Within uncertainties the response of the calorimeter layers
to cosmic-muon data is found to be stable, confirming the
calibration systems are able to follow the variations of the
PMT gains and to compensate for the drift of response per
year to better than 1% in the long barrel and better than 3%
in the extended barrel.
The double ratios listed in Table 5 are approximately 0.97,
except for the LB-D layer, with a quoted uncertainty of the
order of 1.5%. Nevertheless, the differences from unity are
well within the TileCal EM scale uncertainty of 4% mea-
sured in studies of isolated particles and in the beam tests [6].
Detailed discussion and the comparison with the results of
the isolated collision muons’ analysis (next section) are pre-
sented in Sect. 6.4.
6.1.2 Isolated collision muons
The calorimeter performance is also assessed with isolated
muons from W → μν processes originating in proton–
proton collisions, complementary to the cosmic-muon stud-
ies presented in previous subsection. Data from proton–
proton collisions in 2010–2012 are analysed. Events were
collected using a L1 muon trigger which accepts events with
sizeable muon pT originating from the interaction point. A
total of approximately one billion events are selected for these
three years. The event selection is further refined using the
criteria listed in Table 6. Cuts 1–3 are used to select W → μν
events and to suppress background from multi-jet processes.
The transverse mass (mT), Cut 2, is defined as follows:
mT =
√
2pμT E
miss
T (1 − cos[φ(pμT , pmissT )]),
where pμT is the vector of the muon’s transverse momen-
tum and pmissT stands for the vector of the missing transverse
momentum. The scalar variables denote the corresponding
vector magnitude, pμT ≡ |pμT | and EmissT ≡ |pmissT |.
An explicit cut on missing transverse momentum is made
(Cut 3) by requiring EmissT > 25 GeV in order to further
reduce background from jet production. Similar to the cos-
mic muons analysis, a cut on the polar angle relative to the
vertical axis is applied (Cut 4) and only muons in a low
momentum range [20 GeV, 80 GeV] are selected (Cut 5). The
contribution from nearby particles is suppressed by requir-
ing the selected tracks to be well isolated within a cone of
size R = √(φ)2 + (η)2 = 0.4 in the tracking detector
(Cut 6) and the response in the upstream liquid argon (LAr)
calorimeter must be compatible with a minimum-ionising
particle (Cut 7). The muon path length through a cell is
required to be larger than 100 mm (Cut 8), and the cell energy
has to be greater than 60 MeV to remove residual noise con-
tributions (Cut 9).
The same selection criteria are applied to MC simulated
data. The W → μν events were generated using the leading-
order generators Pythia 6 [23] in 2010, and Sherpa [50]
in 2011 and 2012. The full ATLAS digitisation and recon-
struction is performed on the simulated MC data. Unfortu-
nately, data and MC events in 2010 were processed with
different reconstruction algorithms15 that in the end biases
the data/MC ratio. Therefore, only the results from 2011 and
2012 are reported here.
Cell response uniformity
The double ratios given in Eq. (4) by ratios of the truncated
means of the data and MC E/x distributions are used
to quantify the cell response uniformity in φ. The system-
atic uncertainty associated with the non-uniformity in the
response for cells of the same type in the considered φ slice
is quantified using a maximum-likelihood method. The like-
lihood function with mean response μ and non-uniformity s
is defined as follows:
L =
Nc∏
c=1
1√
2π · √(σ 2c + s2)
exp
⎡
⎣−1
2
(
Rc − μ√
σ 2c + s2
)2⎤
⎦
(6)
15 Data in 2010 were reconstructed with iterative OF method, while in
MC simulation the non-iterative approach was applied.
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where the product runs over 64 modules in φ for each cell
c of the same type. Here Rc is the double ratio from Eq. (4)
and σc the statistical uncertainty for the cell under con-
sideration. The maximum is effectively found by minimis-
ing the unbinned log-likelihood −2 log L, varying the non-
uniformity s.
The results of the fits are shown in Fig. 23 for the mean
response μˆ (top) and non-uniformity in the azimuthal angle
sˆ (bottom) in 2012. Cut 4 in Table 6 reduces the number of
muons crossing the most central calorimeter cells, and there
are too few detected muons to include the cells with |η| < 0.1
in the analysis. A similar study is done also for 2011 data.
The mean double ratio across all cells is consistent with unity.
Moreover, the double ratio is found to be constant across η
in each layer. Upper limits on the average non-uniformity in
φ, quantified by the spread in response amongst calorimeter
cells of a given cell type, is found to be about 5% in both
2011 and 2012 data.
The amount of energy deposited in a cell depends on the
geometrical properties, such as the amount of upstream dead
material and cell-specific calibration constants. In general
there exists a symmetry between η > 0 and η < 0. As one
goes to increasing radius (layers A→BC→D), the values
of the truncated means remain approximately the same. A
similar trend is observed for the 2011 data.
Verification of the radial layer intercalibration
The double ratio of the observed and simulated response is
calculated for each radial calorimeter layer for each data-
taking year considered in the analysis. The systematic uncer-
tainties associated with the event selection and the response
evaluation are listed in Table 7. These variations are consid-
ered as random variables and their values selected according
to uniform probability distributions. In total, 1000 combina-
tions in the parameter phase-space are generated by vary-
ing each of the applied cuts. The analysis is repeated for
each combination, similarly to the cosmic muons analysis
(Sect. 6.1.1). The same method exploiting a six-dimensional
Gaussian function is used and the mean response per layer is
determined by maximum-likelihood fit for each data-taking
year (2011, 2012), taking into account the correlations of the
systematic uncertainties between the layers.
The double ratios together with the total uncertainties are
reported in Table 8. The results indicate that the radial layers
LB-A, LB-BC, EB-A, EB-B and EB-D were well intercali-
brated in 2011 and 2012. It was found that the layer LB-D
had higher response than the layers LB-A and LB-BC; the
difference of +3% is further discussed in Sect. 6.4.
Time stability
The double ratio defined in Eq. (4) as the ratio of the
responses in experimental and simulated data, averaged over
all calorimeter cells of the same type, is calculated for all
cell types for each year (2011, 2012). The selection cri-
teria associated with the systematic uncertainties reported
in Table 7 are varied and used to generate 1000 working
points. For each such point, the analysis is repeated. Simi-
larly to the radial layer intercalibration studies, a model with a
two-dimensional (2011, 2012) Gaussian function is applied.
The log-likelihood is minimised to fit the mean double ratio
response for each year taking into account the correlations
between the years, also obtained from the varied analyses.
The relative difference of the fitted responses between two
years is computed as
2011→2012 ≡ Rˆ
c
2012 − Rˆc2011
Rˆc2011
for each cell of a given type, to quantify the response
change. The average difference across all cells is found to
be 〈2011→2012〉 = (0.6 ± 0.1)%, indicating good stability
of the response.16 The distribution of 2011→2012 over cell
types shows an RMS spread of 0.96%.
6.2 Energy response with hadrons
The calorimeter response can be also tested using single
hadrons and jets. Compared to muons, these objects deposit
more energy in the hadronic calorimeter and therefore the
response to higher energies can be probed. In addition, the
MC simulations of objects interacting hadronically are com-
pared with experimental data.
6.2.1 Single hadrons
The energy response of the TileCal is probed in situ by study-
ing the ratio of a charged hadron’s energy (E), as measured
by the TileCal, to that of the hadron’s momentum (p), as mea-
sured by the ATLAS inner detector system [1]. The energies
of hadrons in data and MC events are calibrated to the elec-
tromagnetic energy scale. The data-to-MC double ratio given
by 〈E/p〉data/〈E/p〉MC should be approximately one, with
deviations from unity possibly due to poor EM scale calibra-
tion in the data or differences in the MC description of the
more complex hadron shower development (relative to the
muon studies).
The datasets used in this analysis are based on the col-
lision data taken at the LHC during 2010–2012. In 2010,
92 nb−1 of data were collected using the Minimum Bias
Trigger Scintillators (MBTS). In 2011 and 2012 the data
were triggered using fixed-rate random triggers, correspond-
ing to effective integrated luminosities of 15.5 nb−1 and
16 The precision of the Cs system is approximately 0.3% as mentioned
in Sect. 4.1. The steeper response up-drift observed in second half of
2012 (see Fig. 14, right) might also contribute, since the Cs calibration
constants were typically updated once per month.
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Table 7 The variations
associated with the event
selection procedure and
response evaluation considered
as the sources of systematic
uncertainty in the collision
muon analysis. The distributions
of the parameters are reported
Source Systematic uncertainty Parameter distribution and variation
1 |θμ| (Cut 4 Table 6) Uniform [0.1238, 0.1365]
Uniform [20 GeV < pμ < 35 GeV,
2 pμ (Cut 5 Table 6) 35 GeV < pμ < 50 GeV,
50 GeV < pμ < 80 GeV]
3 x (Cut 8 Table 6) Uniform [95 mm, 105 mm]
4 E (Cut 9 Table 6) Uniform [30 MeV, 90 MeV]
5 Fraction of high tail excluded to compute truncated mean Uniform [0%, 1%, 2%]
Table 8 Double ratio given in Eq. (4) by the ratio of the experimental
and simulated E/x truncated means for different layers in the long
barrel (LB) and extended barrel (EB), using isolated muons from W →
μν in data and MC events in 2011 and 2012. The sources of uncertainty
are described in the text
R2011 R2012
LB-A 0.996±0.006 1.003±0.006
LB-BC 1.001±0.004 1.005±0.005
LB-D 1.031±0.009 1.028±0.008
EB-A 1.007±0.013 1.025±0.008
EB-B 1.001±0.006 1.012±0.007
EB-D 1.008±0.010 1.012±0.010
Table 9 The selection criteria used for the E/p analysis with single
isolated hadrons
Cut Selection criteria
1 Track pT > 2 GeV
2 Extrapolated tracks |ηtrack | < 1.7
3 Extrapolated tracks outside problematic regions in TileCal
4 pcone40T / pT(track)< 0.15
5 One hit in Pixel and TRT, six hits in SCT
6 Interaction point d0 < 1.5 mm and z0 sin θ < 1.5 mm
7 Energy in LAr ELAr < 1 GeV
8 Fraction of energy in TileCal > 75%
9 3 < 〈μ〉 < 25 (2012 only)
129 nb−1, respectively. The MC datasets were generated
using Pythia 6 [23] (2010, 2011) and Pythia 8 [24] (2012)
to simulate minimum-bias non-diffractive events. The MC
events are weighted to reproduce the average number of inter-
actions per bunch crossing, 〈μ〉, as seen in data. The MC
events are also reweighted such that the spectra of the num-
ber of tracks match that of the data for 8 bins in η and 16 bins
in p.
The data and MC events are required to meet the selection
criteria listed in Table 9. First, a candidate track is required
to have transverse momentum greater than 2 GeV in order to
reach the TileCal (Cut 1). The extrapolated tracks must have
an absolute pseudorapidity less than 1.7 to be within the Tile-
Cal geometrical acceptance (Cut 2). Only tracks matched to
non-problematic cells in the TileCal and with a maximum
energy deposit not in the gap or crack scintillators are consid-
ered (Cut 3). In addition, the track is required to meet isolation
criteria, such that the total transverse momentum of all other
tracks in a cone of R = 0.4 in the η–φ plane around the
particle direction is required to be less than 15% of the can-
didate track’s transverse momentum (Cut 4). The track must
have at least a minimum number of hits in the three inner
detector systems (Cut 5), and is required to have an impact
point close to the primary vertex (Cut 6). Only one track per
event is considered. Next, the energy associated with a track
is defined as the sum of the energy deposited in calorime-
ter cells (LAr, TileCal, or LAr + TileCal) calibrated to the
EM scale belonging to topological clusters with a barycentre
within a cone of size R = 0.2 around the projected track
direction. The sum of energy deposited in the upstream elec-
tromagnetic calorimeter is required to be compatible with that
of a minimum-ionising particle, ELAr < 1 GeV (Cut 7).17
Finally, the amount of energy deposited in the TileCal must
be at least 75% of the total energy of associated calorimeter
cells to reject muons (Cut 8). Only events with 〈μ〉 between
3 and 25 are accepted in 2012 analysis to have a reasonable
sample size in both data and MC simulation at the low and
high edges of the μ distribution (Cut 9). Approximately 2.5%
of events survive these selections.
Distributions of 〈E/p〉18 as a function of η, φ, p and
〈μ〉 are studied in all three years. The results with statisti-
cal uncertainties as measured in 2012 are shown in Fig. 24.
The agreement between data and MC simulation is overall
good in all cases. The value of 〈E/p〉 is approximately 0.5,
reflecting the non-compensating response of the calorime-
ter, and very stable as a function of the azimuthal angle φ.
The dependence on the pseudorapidity is well reproduced
in simulated data and the maximum disagreement is in the
17 This analysis uses a lower upper bound than in Sect. 6.1.2 in order
to suppress early showering particles.
18 Here E corresponds only to the sum of energy deposited in the Tile-
Cal cells calibrated to the EM scale and belonging to topological clus-
ters with a barycentre within a cone of 0.2 around the projected track
direction.
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Fig. 24 Distributions of 〈E/p〉 as a function of η (top left), φ (top right), p (bottom left) and 〈μ〉 (bottom right) measured in 2012. Only statistical
uncertainties are shown. The sources of systematic uncertainty are discussed in the text
region η ≈ ±1 (crack region) in all three years. The distri-
bution of material in the crack region is not known precisely
and therefore it cannot be described accurately in the Monte
Carlo simulations. The difference between the data and the
MC simulation is reduced, even in this less well-described
region, once the jets are calibrated to the jet energy scale
using in situ techniques. The ratio 〈E/p〉 measured in pp
collision data increases from 0.5 to 0.6 for track momenta
of about 10 GeV. This rise is not reproduced very well in the
MC simulation, the largest difference between data and sim-
ulation (16%) is observed at p ≈ 9 GeV. The ratio 〈E/p〉 is
found to be stable versus pile-up.
The systematic uncertainties associated with the event
selection procedure, the energy scale in the TileCal, and
the MC simulation are considered. The event selection sys-
tematic uncertainties are evaluated using variations in the
cuts applied in the analysis. The cuts on the number of hits
in inner detector (Cut 5), the energy deposition in the LAr
calorimeter (Cut 7) and fraction of energy in the TileCal
(Cut 8) in Table 9 are changed up/down by an amount cor-
responding 1σ of the relevant distribution. The variation of
the distance of the track from the primary vertex (Cut 6)
within 1σ was found to be negligible. No additional system-
atic uncertainty is assigned to the changing pile-up condi-
tions since no dependence on 〈μ〉 is observed. Other cuts
are used to ensure that the hadron reaches the TileCal and
therefore are not varied. The mean value is recalculated for
all considered variations. The deviations from the nominal
value are summed in quadrature for lower and upper limits
due to each source of systematic uncertainty. The uncertainty
of the EM energy scale (4%) is fully correlated across the
momentum, pseudorapidity, azimuth and 〈μ〉, so the data/MC
differences observed in a few momentum bins cannot be
explained. Other possible sources of systematic uncertain-
ties are associated with the MC simulation, namely with the
neutral particle production and modelling of the particle’s
passage through matter. The neutral particles (neutrons, K 0L),
if produced close to the measured charged hadron, alter the
calorimeter signal. While this effect plays some role in elec-
tromagnetic calorimeters, it is found to be negligible in the
hadronic calorimeters [51]. Two hadronic interaction mod-
els implemented in the Geant4 toolkit were compared, the
difference in simulated 〈E/p〉 in the hadronic calorimeter
was found to be well below 5% [51]. To conclude, the total
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Table 10 Double ratios
〈E/p〉data/〈E/p〉MC with their
statistical uncertainties for years
2010 to 2012
2010 2011 2012
Data-to-MC ratio of 〈E/p〉 1.000 ± 0.004 0.927 ± 0.007 0.987 ± 0.004
systematic uncertainties associated with individual points in
the 〈E/p〉 plots shown in Fig. 24 are highly correlated and
are estimated to be of the order of 6 %. They do not cover
some of the data/MC discrepancies, which leaves open the
possibility of further simulation development.
Double ratios 〈E/p〉data/〈E/p〉MC are used to validate the
agreement between data and MC simulation. The results for
all three years are listed in Table 10. An overall double ratio,
averaged over all three years, 0.986±0.003 (stat)+0.059−0.018 (sys)
is measured. The double ratio in 2011, which shows the
largest deviation from unity, agrees with this result within
1.5σ assuming an uncorrelated systematic uncertainty across
different years. The results from 2010–2012 shows the cell
energy is well calibrated to the EM scale and also good agree-
ment between experimental data and MC predictions for the
single hadrons.
6.2.2 High transverse momentum jets
The performance of ATLAS jet reconstruction is strongly
influenced by the quality of energy reconstruction in the Tile-
Cal, as this calorimeter reconstructs about 30% of the total jet
energy (for jets with energies above 140 GeV at the electro-
magnetic scale). It is important that MC simulation correctly
describe the complicated structure of jets as they propagate
through the detector to the TileCal, since MC simulation are
often used to optimise reconstruction algorithms and com-
pute initial calibrations. The MC simulation are also heavily
used by searches for new physics to quantify the statistical
(dis)agreement of predictions with the observed data. This
subsection studies how well the longitudinal shower profile
of high-pT jets is described in the MC simulation by looking
at the fraction of energy deposited in each TileCal layer. The
analysis uses jets that are clustered using the anti-kt clus-
tering algorithm with a radius parameter of 0.4 [52]. The
inputs of the jet algorithm are the topological clusters. All
jets considered here are calibrated to the EM energy scale.
The results are based on the full dataset from pp collisions
in 2012. Candidate events are selected such that they contain
one isolated high-pT photon (pT > 100 GeV) and one jet
(pT > 140 GeV). Photons are required to meet the tightest
ATLAS definition based on shower shape quantities [53].
Jets are selected after passing standard procedures to remove
sources of mismeasured jets such as beam backgrounds and
detector read-out problems [43]. Jet candidates are removed
if they geometrically overlap with a photon within a cone of
R = 0.4 centred around the jet candidate. In addition, jets
are removed if they are reconstructed adjacent to masked cells
which have energies interpolated from working neighbouring
cells. Finally, jets and photons are required to be separated by
an azimuthal angle larger than 2 radians to suppress events
with additional jets from radiated quarks and gluons.
The experimental data are compared with MC simulation
in which a prompt photon is produced in association with a
jet at parton level. These events are generated using Pythia 8
with the CTEQ6L1 PDF set with the ATLAS AU2 set of tuned
parameters of Pythia 8 [24], a leading-order matrix-element
MC generator.
Figure 25 shows the fraction of jet energy in each TileCal
layer relative to the total energy reconstructed by the Tile
and LAr calorimeters at the EM scale for both the experi-
mental and simulated data. The energy fractions are shown
in the different TileCal layers in the long barrel (|ηjet| < 0.8).
Similarly, Fig. 26 shows the TileCal energy fractions in the
extended barrel region (1.0 < |ηjet| < 1.5). Each layer has a
different thickness as mentioned in Sect. 1.
Generally the MC simulation describes the shape repre-
senting the fraction of energy deposited in each layer as func-
tion of jet energy. Good agreement is found in layer A in
the long barrel and also in layer BC in the extended bar-
rel. However, some discrepancies are observed in BC layer
in the long barrel, where the MC simulation underestimates
the amount of energy deposited by approximately 10% uni-
formly at the EM scale. The opposite feature is observed in
layer D, where the MC simulation overestimates the amount
of energy deposited in this layer by 20%. The last layer only
measures approximately 1% of the total jet energy, thus hav-
ing a small impact on the total energy. Overall, better agree-
ment is observed in the extended barrel. The energy fraction
in the extended barrel is underestimated by the MC simula-
tion in layer A. The opposite is observed in layer D.
In order to study the jet energy measured in the TileCal for
large jet pT with a larger sample, the photon-plus-jet sam-
ple is combined with a sample of fully inclusive high-pT jets
without the photon requirement. The latter sample is selected
using an unprescaled trigger requiring a single jet with pT
above 350 GeV. Figure 27 shows the jet energy fraction mea-
sured by the TileCal for jets at the electromagnetic scale in
the range pT = 140 GeV to 2000 GeV. It can be seen that
the energy fraction increases from 30% at pT = 140 GeV to
35% at pT = 1800 GeV in the barrel, and from 25% to 30% in
the extended barrel. The MC simulation describes this trend
well. Compared with the MC simulation, the data show a
larger fraction of the total jet energy in the barrel region. A
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Fig. 25 Electromagnetic scale jet energy fraction in the TileCal for jets with pT > 140 GeV in the long barrel (|ηjet| < 0.8) for layer A (left),
layer BC (middle), and layer D (right). Error bars represent statistical uncertainties
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Fig. 26 Electromagnetic scale jet energy fraction in the TileCal for jets with pT > 140 GeV in the extended barrel (1.0 < |ηjet| < 1.5) for layer
A (left), layer BC (middle), and layer D (right). Error bars represent statistical uncertainties
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statistical uncertainties. The simulation of the inclusive jets done with
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erators can be seen, while γ + jets events were simulated only with
Pythia 8 (thin solid line)
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drop in the energy fraction for jets with pT > 1800 GeV in
the barrel indicates leakage of the energy behind the TileCal
volume.
The total difference between the data and MC simulation
is within the expected uncertainty of 4%, already mentioned
in Sect. 6.2.1.
6.3 Timing performance with collision data
As already mentioned in Sect. 3.1, the time calibration is
crucial for the signal reconstruction and the ATLAS L1
and HLT trigger decisions. Accurate time measurements of
energy depositions in the TileCal are used to distinguish non-
collision background sources from hard interactions as well
as in searches for long-lived particles.
The performance of the TileCal timing is studied using
jets and muons from 2011 pp collision data. The data used in
both analyses represent about 2.5% of the full 2011 integrated
luminosity, taken with 50 ns bunch crossing spacing.
In both analyses, the E-cells and MBTS cells are also used.
Cells with known problems related to issues such as miscal-
ibrations or hardware failures, or known to exhibit timing
jumps (Sect. 3.1) are not considered. In total, approximately
2.5% of all cells are removed.
The time resolution of the detector is parametrised as func-
tion of the cell energy E according to:
σ =
√
p20 +
(
p1√
E
)2
+
( p2
E
)2
(7)
where p0 reflects the constant term accounting for miscal-
ibrations and detector imperfections, and p1 and p2 represent
the statistical and noise terms, respectively.
6.3.1 Jet analysis
Jets are built with the topological clustering and anti-kt algo-
rithms (with radius parameter R = 0.4). Only jets with
pT > 20 GeV found to originate from the hard collision’s
primary vertex, and satisfying basic jet cleaning criteria,
are selected. One component of the recommended cleaning
criteria is to include only jets with a reconstructed time19
|tjet| < 10 ns, but to avoid any biases this cleaning cut is
calculated using only non-TileCal cells associated with the
corresponding jet.
Cells selected by the topological clustering algorithm and
with energies above 500 MeV are used in the analysis. The
cell times are separated into several cell energy bins of
19 The jet time |tjet| is calculated as an E2cell-weighted average of cell
times, running over all cells associated to the given jet. The cell time is
measured with respect to the expected arrival time of particles coming
from the interaction point.
Table 11 Selection criteria used to evaluate the TileCal time resolution
for muons from 2011 collision data. The first four criteria apply to the
muon track. For the track and calorimeter isolation criteria the sums are
over the non-muon tracks and cell energies, respectively, within a cone
of size R = 0.4 centred on the passing muon. The last four criteria
are used to select individual cells along the muon track, the variables
are defined in the text
Cut Selection criteria
Muon kinematics p > 3 GeV
pT > 1 GeV
Muon track Six hits in SCT, one hit in Pixel
|ηtrack | < 2
Track isolation pcone40T < 2 GeV
Calorimeter isolation
(∑R<0.4
cells ET
)
< 2 GeV
(excluding cells intersected
by muon tracks)
Muon path length x > 0.3rcell
Time difference |tcell − 〈tcell〉| < 15 ns
Cell energy E > 540 MeV
Energy balance α < 0.7
approximately 2 GeV wide. Each distribution is fit with a
Gaussian function and its width (σ ) is considered as the time
resolution (see also Sect. 3.1 and Fig. 5, right). The resulting
distribution of cell σ versus energy is fit according to Eq. (7),
the results of which are discussed in Sect. 6.3.3.
6.3.2 Muon analysis
Muons are reconstructed using an algorithm that performs a
global re-fitting of the muon track using the hits from both
the inner detector and the muon spectrometer [55]. Selected
muons are required to fulfil the kinematic and detector criteria
shown in Table 11. As all isolated muons originating from
collision events are considered in this analysis, the selection
criteria differ slightly from those presented in Sect. 6.1.2
where muons from W boson decays were selected.
Muon tracks are extrapolated in η and φ through each
calorimeter layer. Muon tracks that crossed just the cell edge
are removed by requiring their path length x to be at least
30% of the corresponding cell radial size rcell. Tracks with a
time differing from the corresponding mean cell time20 〈tcell〉
by more than 15 ns are also removed. These cuts appear to
be sufficient to remove muons from non-collision origins,
including cosmic muons. Moreover, only cells with energy
E larger than 540 MeV are considered in order to remove
20 The non-zero average cell time is used since the analysis was per-
formed on data prior to the final time calibration. Also, the reconstructed
time in muon-induced signals slightly differs from that of hadrons,
where it also depends on longitudinal shower development.
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contributions from noise.21 The two channels contributing to
the cell reconstruction are required to have balanced energy
deposits, to ensure the time which is computed from the aver-
age of the two channels is not biased by one purely noisy
channel. The energy balance between the two channels is
defined as:
α = |E1 − E2|
E1 + E2
where E1, E2 are the energies from each channel reading
the same cell. A cut is imposed to keep cells for which α <
0.7.
It was discovered that cells further away from the interac-
tion point exhibit lower values of their mean cell time. This
is traced to the residual cell time corrections which are per-
formed using jets from collision data, as hadronic shower
development is slower than passing muons. Therefore, tun-
ing of cell times using jet data introduces a small bias towards
lower cell times for more distant cells traversed by muons.
To remove this bias from the analysis the timing of each cell
is corrected by its mean time, resulting in a perfectly timed
detector.
The measured time also depends on the muon track posi-
tion in the cell. In large cells, muons passing near the edge
of the cell can have up to ±1.5 ns difference relative to those
passing through the cell centre. The radial track impact point
in the cell also plays a role, as the light signal from muons
impacting the upper half of the cell has shorter WLS fibre
length to travel to the PMT.
Once the corrections for the mean cell times and the muon
track geometry (the track position and radial impact point in
the cell) are applied, the cell times are binned as function of
energy. A Gaussian distribution is fit to the cell times. The
standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution is taken as
the time resolution for that energy bin. The time resolution
as a function of cell energy is fit to Eq. (7); these results are
discussed in the next subsection.
6.3.3 Combined results
The cell time resolutions as a function of cell energy associ-
ated with jets and muons are shown in Fig. 28 along with
the fit to Eq. (7). The time resolutions are similar, being
slightly better for muons at lower energies, because of the
slow hadronic component of low-energy jets. The fit for
muons suffers from the small sample size at higher ener-
gies since the typical muon response per cell is of the order
of 1 GeV, depending on the cell size. The time resolution
21 This value is slightly higher than in the jet analysis, as the runs
selected for the muon analysis had higher pile-up noise.
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Fig. 28 Cell time resolution as a function of cell energy associated
with jets and muons from 2011 collision data. The data are fit to Eq. (7),
with the fit results for the three constants shown within the figure. The
parameters p1 and p2 corresponds to energy expressed in GeV. Sta-
tistical errors are included on the points and on the fit parameters. The
statistical uncertainties are smaller than the markers identifying the data
points
at energies above ∼ 10 GeV is thus determined from jets
and it approaches the constant term value of 0.4 ns. Similar
time resolution was obtained with single high-energy pions
in beam tests [27].
Figure 28 shows only cases when the cell is read out in
the high–high gain mode. Using jets with cells read-out in
the low–low gain, the fit result shows a similar value of the
constant term p0.
6.4 Summary of performance studies
Muons from cosmic-ray data (2008–2010) and W → μν
collision events (2011–2012), single hadrons (2010–2012)
and jets (2012) were used to study the performance of the
TileCal. The uniformity and time stability of the response, the
level of agreement between MC simulation and experimental
data, and the timing of the detector were investigated.
The cosmic muons analysis shows that the average non-
uniformity of the response in each layer is approximately
2%. The collision muon results exhibit the relative differ-
ence 〈2011→2012〉 = (0.6 ± 0.1)% between the two years,
indicating a good time stability of the response. The cosmic-
muon results are also stable across the three years. Further-
more, from 2008–2010 the double ratio given in Eq. (4) for
the response to cosmic muons was about 0.97, indicating a
systematic decrease of the EM energy scale in data by about
3%, except for the LB-D layer. Using the muons from colli-
sion events in 2011 and 2012, this ratio was closer to 1.0 for
all layers, indicating a small systematic difference between
the collision and cosmic-muon results or between the two
periods. Nevertheless, this difference is well within the EM
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scale uncertainty. Both analyses confirmed that all radial
layers, except LB-D, are well intercalibrated. The response
of the LB-D layer is higher by + 4% (cosmic muons) and
+ 3% (collision muons), consistent between the two peri-
ods. Since the difference is within the expected EM scale
uncertainty [6], no correction is applied. Nevertheless, sev-
eral checks were performed to identify the origin of the differ-
ence. The response to cosmic muons was checked separately
in the top and bottom parts of the calorimeter (see Sect. 6.1.1)
and was found to be well described by MC simulation. The
MC geometry and material distribution were also checked,
but the detailed simulation of the optical part was not imple-
mented. The optical non-uniformity of tiles is thus accounted
for by applying additional layer-dependent weights derived
in beam tests with muons passing through the calorimeter
parallel to the z-axis [6,27]. These weights are used within
Cs calibration constants (see Sect. 4.1).
The analysis of the E/p of single hadrons shows good
uniformity of the response across the azimuthal angle φ,
very good time stability, and robustness against pile-up. Good
agreement between experimental data and MC simulation is
observed. Good calibration of the cell energy to the EM scale
is confirmed in this analysis. The longitudinal shower profiles
are studied using high-pT jets. Compared with the MC pre-
dictions, a larger fraction of the total jet energy is deposited in
the second radial layer in the barrel region. However, the total
difference is within the TileCal’s expected EM scale uncer-
tainty of 4% as determined from studies of isolated particles
and in test beams.
The time resolution of the TileCal is better than 1 ns for
energy deposits larger than a few GeV in a single cell.
7 Conclusion
This paper presents a description of the ATLAS Tile
Calorimeter signal reconstruction, calibration and monitor-
ing systems, data-quality, and performance during LHC
Run 1.
The individual calorimeter calibration systems demon-
strated their precision to be better than 1%. The combined cal-
ibration guarantees good stability of the calorimeter response
in time.
Robust signal reconstruction methods were developed,
providing the ability to cope with varying conditions dur-
ing Run 1, especially the increase in pile-up with time. The
energy spectra for minimum-bias events with pile-up con-
ditions in Run 1 shows good agreement between data and
MC simulation for cell energies larger than a few hundreds
of MeV, which is the region important for physics.
The TileCal also contributed to high-quality ATLAS data-
taking with an efficiency higher than 99% during all three
years of Run 1. Only 3% of all cells were non-operational at
the end of data-taking.
The Tile Calorimeter performance was assessed with iso-
lated muons and hadrons as well as with jets. Cosmic-ray
muons data and proton–proton collisions at the LHC at
centre-of-mass energies of 7 and 8 TeV with a total integrated
luminosity of nearly 30 fb−1 were used in the analyses. The
TileCal response was stable and uniform across the layers.
The energy scale uncertainty, which was successfully extrap-
olated from the beam tests to ATLAS, is conservatively con-
sidered to be 4%. The MC modelling of the response to sin-
gle hadrons and jets was checked and found to be within the
uncertainty. The TileCal also demonstrated very good time
resolution, below 1 ns for cell energy deposits above a few
GeV.
Overall, the TileCal performed in accord with expecta-
tions during LHC Run 1. Together with other ATLAS subde-
tectors it contributed to the excellent measurement of jets, τ -
leptons and missing transverse momentum, which are essen-
tial for many physics analyses including the Higgs boson
discovery and various searches for new physics phenomena.
After the successful completion of Run 1, extensive detec-
tor maintenance was performed and several improvements
were introduced in order to assure TileCal’s readiness for
challenges imposed by Run 2 at the LHC.
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